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HOMOLOGICAL STABILITY FOR MODULI SPACES OF HIGH
DIMENSIONAL MANIFOLDS. II
SØREN GALATIUS AND OSCAR RANDAL-WILLIAMS
Dedicated to Michael Weiss on the occasion of his 60th birthday
Abstract. We prove a homological stability theorem for moduli spaces of
manifolds of dimension 2n, for attaching handles of index at least n, after
these manifolds have been stabilised by countably many copies of Sn × Sn.
Combined with previous work of the authors, we obtain an analogue of
the Madsen–Weiss theorem for any simply-connected manifold of dimension
2n ≥ 6.
1. Introduction and statement of results
Let W be a smooth compact connected manifold of dimension 2n ≥ 2 and let
Diff∂(W ) denote the topological group of diffeomorphisms of W relative to its
boundary. This paper concludes our study ([GRW14b, GRW14a]) of the coho-
mology of the classifying space BDiff∂(W♯g(S
n × Sn)) as well as some variants,
resulting in a formula for its cohomology in the limit g → ∞ in terms of a purely
homotopy theoretic construction.
The main result is a new stable homological stability theorem, about the de-
pendency of (a variant of) BDiff∂(W♯g(S
n × Sn)) on W in the limit g → ∞.
Roughly speaking, it asserts that this limit depends only on the n-skeleton of W
together with the the restriction of the tangent bundle, up to tangential homotopy
equivalence.
When combined with our earlier work on the subject, we deduce a homotopy
theoretic formula for the cohomology ofBDiff∂(W♯g(S
n×Sn)) for finite g in a range
of degrees increasing with g. The formula applies when 2n ≥ 6 and W is simply-
connected. This type of formula is well-suited for calculations, and has applications
to positive scalar curvature ([BERW14]), topological Pontryagin classes ([Wei15]),
and homotopy equivalences of manifolds ([BM14]).
1.1. Statement of the main theorem. In order to state our homological stability
results more precisely, we must first introduce a variant of the space BDiff∂(W )
which incorporates certain tangent bundle information. As in our earlier paper
[GRW14b] the clearest statements can be made by not fixing a manifold W , but
rather considering all manifolds with a specified boundary at once.
To define this modified classifying space, we fix a map θ : B → BO(2n) classify-
ing a vector bundle θ∗γ2n over B, and we shall suppose throughout that B is path
connected. We shall call a bundle map TW → θ∗γ2n a θ-structure on W .
Definition 1.1. Let W be a 2n-dimensional manifold with boundary P , and ℓˆP :
ε1 ⊕ TP → θ∗γ2n be a bundle map. Let Bun
θ
n,∂(TW ; ℓˆP ) denote the space of all
bundle maps ℓˆ : TW → θ∗γ2n which are equal to ℓˆP when restricted to P and
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whose underlying map ℓ :W → B is n-connected. Let
N
θ
n (P, ℓˆP ) =
∐
[W ]
Bunθn,∂(TW ; ℓˆP )//Diff∂(W ),
where the disjoint union is taken over compact manifolds W , equipped with a
diffeomorphism ∂W ∼= P , one in each diffeomorphism class relative to P . The
topological group Diff∂(W ) is the group of diffeomorphisms of W restricting to the
identity on a neighbourhood of ∂W , and “//” denotes the homotopy orbit space.
If M is a cobordism between P and Q such that (M,Q) is (n − 1)-connected,
and is equipped with a θ-structure ℓˆM restricting to ℓˆP over P and ℓˆQ over Q, then
there is an induced map
(1.1) − ∪Q(M, ℓˆM ) : N
θ
n (Q, ℓˆQ) −→ N
θ
n (P, ℓˆP ),
which on the path components corresponding to W is induced by the Diff∂(W )-
equivariant map Bunθn,∂(TW ; ℓˆQ)→ Bun
θ
n,∂(T (W ∪QM); ℓˆP ) defined by extending
bundle maps by ℓˆM , and extending diffeomorphisms of W to W ∪Q M by the
identity map of M .
Our main result will concern the homological effect of (1.1) once all manifolds in
sight have been stabilised by connect-sum with countably many copies of Sn× Sn.
We shall give a point-set model for forming this stabilisation in Section 2, but for
now the following explanation of diagram (1.3) below will suffice.
Let p : [0, 1]×D2n−1 →֒ M be an embedding sending {0} ×D2n−1 into Q and
{1} ×D2n−1 into P . (In particular, P and Q must be non-empty.) We may then
form the connect-sum
QH = ([0, 1]×Q)♯(S
n × Sn)
inside the image of the embedding [0, 1]×D2n−1 →֒ [0, 1]×Q in a standard way; we
may analogously form PH . Unless P and Q are path connected, the diffeomorphism
types of PH and QH may depend on p and not just P and Q, but we suppress
this dependence from the notation. Sliding along the thickened path p induces a
diffeomorphism
(1.2) M ∪P (PH) ∼= (QH) ∪Q M
relative to the common boundaries P and Q.
Definition 1.2. Let W1,1 = S
n × Sn \ int(D2n) and let us say that a θ-structure
ℓˆ : TW1,1 → θ∗γ is admissible if there is a pair of orientation-preserving embeddings
e, f : Sn×Dn →֒W1,1 ⊂ Sn×Sn whose cores e(Sn×{0}) and f(Sn×{0}) intersect
transversely in a single point, such that each of the θ-structures e∗ℓˆ and f∗ℓˆ on
Sn×Dn extend to R2n for some orientation-preserving embeddings Sn×Dn →֒ R2n.
The manifolds PH and QH each contain an embedded copy ofW1,1 and we shall
say that θ-structures on PH and QH are admissible if they restrict to admissible
θ-structures on W1,1. Choosing an admissible θ-structure ℓˆPH on PH which agrees
with ℓˆP on {0} × P , we obtain a θ-structure ℓˆM ∪ ℓˆPH on M ∪P (PH), and hence
via the diffeomorphism (1.2) a θ-structure on (QH) ∪Q M . Restricted to QH this
is an admissible θ-structure ℓˆ
QH which agrees with ℓˆQ on {1} × Q. Restricted to
M it gives a new θ-structure ℓˆ′M , which restricts to new θ-structures ℓˆ
′
P over P and
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ℓˆ′Q over Q. These manifolds with θ-structure induce maps in the diagram
(1.3)
N θn (Q, ℓˆQ)
−∪Q(M,ℓˆM)

−∪Q(QH,ℓˆQH)// N θn (Q, ℓˆ
′
Q)
−∪Q(M,ℓˆ
′
M)

N θn (P, ℓˆP )
−∪P (PH,ℓˆPH)
// N θn (P, ℓˆ
′
P ),
and the diffeomorphism (1.2) induces a homotopy between the two compositions.
Iterating this construction, we obtain an induced map from
hocolim(N θn (Q, ℓˆQ)→ N
θ
n (Q, ℓˆ
′
Q)→ N
θ
n (Q, ℓˆ
′′
Q)→ · · · )
to the analogous homotopy colimit for (P, ℓˆP ). This limiting map is denoted −∪Q
(M, ℓˆ
(∞)
M ) in the following theorem, which is the main new result of this paper.
Theorem 1.3. The map
− ∪Q (M, ℓˆ
(∞)
M ) : hocolimg→∞
N
θ
n (Q, ℓˆ
(g)
Q ) −→ hocolimg→∞
N
θ
n (P, ℓˆ
(g)
P )
induces an isomorphism on homology with all abelian systems of local coefficients.
Remark 1.4. A system of local coefficients L on a space X is called abelian if for
each point x ∈ X the action of π1(X, x) on the abelian group L(x) factors through
an abelian group. In particular, all constant coefficient systems are abelian. If X is
path connected and based then an abelian system of local coefficients is equivalent
to the data of a module over the group ring Z[H1(X ;Z)].
1.2. Stable homology. The homology of the limiting spaces
hocolim
g→∞
N
θ
n (P, ℓˆ
(g)
P )
may in many cases be deduced from the results of [GRW14b]. In fact, in Section
7 we shall revisit the results of [GRW14b] and see that the two sections of that
paper concerning “surgery on objects” may be replaced by the homological stability
results of the present paper, by following a line of argument inspired by [Til97].
We shall see that in all cases the homology of the limiting space agrees with the
homology of the infinite loop space of a certain Thom spectrum. This approach
using homological stability does not give substantially simpler or easier proofs of
the results of [GRW14b], but it does work in more generality. For example, we shall
be able to remove the restriction 2n ≥ 6 from [GRW14b].
Recall that we write MTθ for the Thom spectrum of the virtual vector bundle
−θ∗γ2n over B, and Ω∞MTθ for its infinite loop space.
Theorem 1.5. If N θn (P, ℓˆP ) 6= ∅ then there is a map
hocolim
g→∞
N
θ
n (P, ℓˆ
(g)
P ) −→ Ω
∞MTθ
which induces an isomorphism on homology, and is in fact acyclic.
In fact, we will construct a specific acyclic map, using a cobordism category Cθ.
The space N θn (P, ℓˆP ) will be modelled as a subspace of the space of morphisms
Cθ(∅, (P, ℓˆP )) in Cθ, and hence comes with a canonical map
N
θ
n (P, ℓˆP ) ⊂ Cθ(∅, (P, ℓˆP )) −→ Ω[∅,(P,ℓˆP )]BCθ,
where BCθ denotes the classifying space (geometric realisation of the nerve) and
Ω[∅,(P,ℓˆP )] denotes the space of paths between the points corresponding to the ob-
jects ∅ and (P, ℓˆP ). The main theorem of [GMTW09] provides a weak equivalence
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from this space of paths, when non-empty, to Ω∞MTθ. This is the map which the
theorem is about.
Remark 1.6. A map f : X → Y is acyclic if for any system of local coefficients L
on Y the induced map f∗ : H∗(X ; f
∗L) → H∗(Y ;L) is an isomorphism. This is
equivalent to the homotopy fibre of f over any point of Y being acyclic, i.e. having
the integral homology of a point.
In the statement of Theorem 1.5 the target has abelian fundamental group.
Thus every system of local coefficients is abelian, and so the map being acyclic is
equivalent to inducing an isomorphism on homology with all abelian systems of
local coefficients.
Theorem 1.5, and the slightly more general Theorem 7.3 below, improves on
[GRW14b, Theorem 1.8] in a few ways. Firstly, it applies to manifolds of all even
dimensions, and not just dimensions 2n ≥ 6; secondly, it does not require that θ be
“spherical” (a technical condition introduced in [GRW14b]); thirdly, it requires a
simpler form of stabilisation (only copies of W1,1 have to be glued on, rather than
a “universal θ-end”); fourthly, the conclusion is that the map is acyclic rather than
merely a homology equivalence. In the special case 2n = 2 we recover the main
result of [MW07]. In that case the acyclicity of the map seems to be new (when
π1MTθ 6= 0), as does the extension to completely general θ : B → BO(2).
1.3. Finite genus and closed manifolds. We can combine Theorem 1.3 with
our earlier work [GRW14a] to obtain results about the homology of the spaces
N θn (P ; ℓˆP ) before stabilising by W1,1. If we write M
θ
n(W, ℓˆW ) ⊂ N
θ
n (Q, ℓˆQ) for
the path component containing (W, ℓˆW ), then the map (1.1) restricts to a map
(1.4) − ∪Q(M, ℓˆM ) : M
θ
n (W, ℓˆW ) −→ M
θ
n(W
′, ℓˆW ′),
where W ′ = W ∪Q M and ℓˆW ′ is the bundle map obtained by gluing ℓˆW and ℓˆM .
Recall from [GRW14a] that the genus of a θ-manifold is defined as
gθ(W, ℓˆW ) = max
{
g ∈ N
∣∣∣∣ there are g disjoint copies of W1,1 in W ,each with admissible θ-structure
}
and the stable genus is defined as
g¯θ(W, ℓˆW ) = max{g
θ(W♯Wk,1, ℓˆ
(k)
W )− k | k ∈ N},
where W♯Wk,1 is the manifold obtained from W by cutting out a disc and forming
the boundary connected sum with k copies ofW1,1. This glued manifold is equipped
with a θ-structure ℓˆ
(k)
W obtained by extending the restriction of ℓˆW by any admissible
structures on the W1,1. In Section 8 we shall explain how to deduce the following
two finite-genus results from the results in this paper and [GRW14a]. (In fact we
shall deduce slightly more general results which imply the corollaries but which also
imply some homological stability for H0(N
θ
n (−);Z).)
Corollary 1.7. Assume 2n ≥ 6, B is simply-connected, and (M, ℓˆM ) is a θ-
cobordism between P and Q such that (M,Q) is (n − 1)-connected, and denote
by M θn(W, ℓˆW ) ⊂ N
θ
n (Q, ℓˆQ) the path component containing (W, ℓˆW ). Write g =
g¯θ(W, ℓˆW ), and let L be an abelian coefficient system on the target of the map (1.4).
Then the induced map
(− ∪Q (M, ℓˆM ))∗ : Hi(M
θ
n (W, ℓˆW ); (− ∪Q M)
∗L) −→ Hi(M
θ
n (W
′, ℓˆW ′);L)
is an isomorphism, provided one of the following three assumptions hold.
(i) 2i ≤ g − 3, L is constant, and θ is spherical;
(ii) 3i ≤ g − 4 and L is constant;
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(iii) 3i ≤ g − 4, g ≥ 5, and either g ≥ 7 or θ is spherical.
The situation is formally quite similar to both [HV04] and [Wah08], from which
we learnt the following trick. Suppose one wishes to prove homological stability for
a stabilisation map α which increases genus and leaves the boundary unchanged
and also for another stabilisation map β which changes the boundary. If α and
β commute up to homotopy and stability has already been shown for α, then it
suffices to prove stability for β after taking the colimit over stabilising infinitely
many times by α.
Corollary 1.8. There is a map
M
θ
n (W, ℓˆW ) −→ Ω
∞
0 MTθ
which, under the same conditions on n and B as in Corollary 1.7, is acyclic in
degrees satisfying 3∗ ≤ g¯θ(W, ℓˆW )− 4, and induces an isomorphism on integral
homology in degrees satisfying 2∗ ≤ g¯θ(W, ℓˆW )− 3 if in addition θ is spherical.
As in Theorem 1.5 and the discussion following it, Corollary 1.8 concerns a
specific map into a component of a path space of BCθ, which by [GMTW09] may be
identified with the basepoint component Ω∞0 MTθ of the infinite loop space Ω
∞MTθ.
1.4. Other tangential structures. The definition of N θn (P, ℓˆP ) used a space
Bunθn,∂(TW ; ℓˆP ), consisting of all n-connected bundle maps with fixed boundary
condition. If we replace this by the space of all (i.e. not necessarily n-connected)
bundle maps with fixed boundary condition, then the results of this paper may still
be used to deduce the homology of the resulting moduli space in a stable range.
Again we state the result one path component at a time, and for simplicity we shall
restrict attention to closed manifolds in this introduction.
Let θ′ : B′ → BO(2n) be a map, and let W be a closed 2n-dimensional manifold
and ℓˆ′W : TW → (θ
′)∗γ a θ′-structure. We shall write Bunθ
′
(TW ) for the space of
all (not necessarily n-connected) θ′-structures and
M
θ′(W, ℓˆW ) ⊂ Bun
θ′(TW )//Diff(W )
for the path component containing the image of ℓˆ′W . Let ℓ
′
W :W → B
′ be the map
underlying ℓˆ′W and let W → B → B
′ be a Moore–Postnikov n-stage factorisation
of ℓ′W , i.e. a factorisation into an n-connected cofibration ℓW : W → B and an
n-co-connected fibration u : B → B′. Let us write θ = θ′ ◦ u : B → BO(2n). In
Section 9 below, we explain how to deduce the following result from Corollary 1.8.
Corollary 1.9. In this situation the topological monoid hAut(u), consisting of
weak equivalences B → B commuting with the map u : B → B′, acts on the space
Ω∞MTθ and there is a map
M
θ′(W, ℓˆ′W ) −→ (Ω
∞MTθ) //hAut(u).
Considered as a map to the path component which it hits, if 2n ≥ 6 andW is simply-
connected then this map is acyclic in degrees satisfying 3∗ ≤ g¯θ
′
(W, ℓˆ′W )− 4, and in-
duces an isomorphism in integral homology in degrees satisfying 2∗ ≤ g¯θ
′
(W, ℓˆ′W )− 3
if in addition θ′ is spherical.
The proof given in Section 9 again concerns a specific map, and we will also treat
the case ∂W 6= ∅. Let us briefly spell out two important special cases.
Taking θ′ = Id : BO(2n) → BO(2n) and letting W
ℓW→ B
u
→ BO(2n) be a
Moore–Postnikov n-stage factorisation of a Gauss map ℓ′W : W → BO(2n), the
space M θ
′
(W, ℓˆ′W ) is a model for BDiff(W ) and we obtain a map
(1.5) BDiff(W ) −→ (Ω∞MTθ) //hAut(u)
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which, as long as 2n ≥ 6 and W is simply-connected, is a homology isomorphism
(respectively acyclic) in a range of degrees depending on g(W ), onto the path
component which it hits.
Similarly we can take θ′ : BSO(2n) → BO(2n) to be the orientation cover and
let W
ℓW→ B
u+
→ BSO(2n) be a Moore–Postnikov n-stage factorisation of an oriented
Gauss map ℓ′W : W → BSO(2n). Then the space M
θ′(W, ℓˆ′W ) is a model for
BDiff+(W ) and we obtain a map
BDiff+(W ) −→ (Ω∞MTθ) //hAut(u+)
which, as long as 2n ≥ 6 and W is simply-connected, is a homology isomorphism
(respectively acyclic) in a range of degrees depending on g(W ), onto the path
component which it hits.
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2. Definitions
In the following we shall suppose that n > 0. We emphasise that we allow n = 1
and n = 2, and we will point out when these cases need special treatment.
2.1. Cobordism categories. It is convenient to state the precise version of The-
orem 1.3 using the language of cobordism categories; these are also useful for
the proof of Theorem 1.3, and will be essential for the proof of Theorem 1.5.
See [GMTW09, GRW10, GRW14b] for further background on these categories.
Throughout the paper we shall work with manifolds inside R×R∞, and will write e0
for the basis vector of the first copy of R. Apart from this, we will write e1, e2, . . . , ek
for the basis vectors of Rk ⊂ R∞.
Definition 2.1. Let Cθ be the (non-unital) category with objects given by
(i) a (2n− 1)-dimensional closed submanifold P ⊂ R∞, and
(ii) a bundle map ℓˆP : ε
1 ⊕ TP → θ∗γ.
A morphism from (P, ℓˆP ) to (Q, ℓˆQ) is given by
(i) an s ∈ (0,∞),
(ii) a 2n-dimensional submanifoldW ⊂ [0, s]×R∞ which for some ε > 0 intersects
([0, ε)× R∞) ∪ ((s− ε, s]× R∞)
in ([0, ε)× P ) ∪ ((s− ε, s]×Q),
(iii) a bundle map ℓˆW : TW → θ∗γ which restricts to ℓˆP on {0}×P and to ℓˆQ on
{s} ×Q.
The composition of (s,W, ℓˆW ) : (P, ℓˆP )  (Q, ℓˆQ) and (s
′,W ′, ℓˆW ′) : (Q, ℓˆQ)  
(R, ℓˆR) is denoted (s
′,W ′, ℓˆW ′) ◦ (s,W, ℓˆW ) and defined as
(s+ s′,W ∪ (W ′ + s · e0), ℓˆW ∪ ℓˆW ′) : (P, ℓˆP ) (R, ℓˆR).
We make Cθ into a topological (non-unital) category using the evident isomorphism
with the topological (non-unital) category described in [GRW14b, Definition 2.6].
In particular, the topology on the morphism space Cθ((P, ℓˆP ), (Q, ℓˆQ)) is that of a
subquotient of
(0,∞)×
∐
[W ]
Emb(W, [0, 1]× R∞)× Bunθ(TW )
 ,
where W ranges over the set of all cobordisms from P to Q, one in each diffeomor-
phism class.
Definition 2.2. Let L ⊂ (−∞, 0] × R∞−1 be a compact (2n − 1)-dimensional
submanifold which near {0} × R∞−1 coincides with (−∞, 0] × ∂L, and let ℓˆL :
ε1 ⊕ TL→ θ∗γ2n be a θ-structure.
Let Cθ,L ⊂ Cθ be the subcategory with
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(i) objects those (P, ℓˆP ) such that P ∩ ((−∞, 0]× R∞−1) = L and ℓˆP |L = ℓˆL,
(ii) morphisms those (s,W, ℓˆW ) such that
W ∩ ([0, s]× ((−∞, 0]× R∞−1)) = [0, s]× L
and ℓˆW restricts to the bundle map T ([0, s]× L)→ ε1 ⊕ TL
ℓˆL→ θ∗γ2n.
We shall generally abbreviate θ-manifolds by the name of the underlying smooth
manifold, say X , and write ℓˆX for its θ-structure. Using this convention, for any
object P ∈ Cθ and any s ∈ (0,∞) there is an morphism (s, [0, s] × P ), having
underlying manifold [0, s]× P ⊂ [0, s]× R∞ and θ-structure given by
ℓˆ[0,s]×P : T ([0, s]× P ) −→ ε
1 ⊕ TP
ℓˆP−→ θ∗γ2n.
We shall call such morphisms “cylindrical”. We can make the analogous construc-
tion for objects in Cθ,L.
Remark 2.3. In this paper it suffices to work with the non-unital category Cθ defined
above. If identities are desired, they could be added by replacing the morphism
space with the pushout [0,∞)× Ob(Cθ)← (0,∞)× Ob(Cθ)→ Mor(Cθ), along the
map (0,∞)×Ob(Cθ)→ Mor(Cθ) defined by sending (t, P, ℓˆP ) to (t, [0, t]× P, ℓˆP ).
This motivates calling a morphism M : P  Q in Cθ an isomorphism if there
exists a morphism N : Q  P such that M ◦ N and N ◦ M are in the same
path components of Cθ(Q,Q) and Cθ(P, P ) as the cylindrical morphisms [0, s]×Q
and [0, s] × P . Pre- and postcomposing with an isomorphism M : P  Q then
define weak equivalences Cθ(Q,R) → Cθ(P,R) and Cθ(R,P ) → Cθ(R,Q). Simi-
larly for Cθ,L. The most important examples of isomorphisms will be cobordisms
whose underlying manifold is diffeomorphic to a cylinder, but with non-cylindrical
θ-structure or embedding.
Definition 2.4 ([GRW14b]). Let Cn−1θ,L ⊂ Cθ,L be the subcategory having the same
objects, and having those morphisms (s,M) : P  Q for which the pair (M,Q) is
(n− 1)-connected.
The categories Cθ,L do not really depend on L, but rather only on ∂L: if L′ is
another collared θ-manifold which is equal to L near its boundary, then we obtain
an isomorphism of topological categories Cθ,L
∼
→ Cθ,L′ by cutting out L and gluing
in L′ (and similarly on morphisms). In order to make use of this, we make the
following definition.
Definition 2.5. If P is an object of Cθ,L, let P ◦ ⊂ [0,∞) × R∞−1 be the θ-
manifold obtained by cutting out int(L). Similarly, if (s,W ) is a morphism in
Cθ,L, let W ◦ ⊂ [0, s]× [0,∞)× R∞−1 be the θ-cobordism obtained by cutting out
[0, s]× int(L).
Let Cθ,∂L be the (non-unital) category defined by
Ob(Cθ,∂L) = {(P
◦, ℓˆP◦) | (P, ℓˆP ) ∈ Ob(Cθ,L)}
Mor(Cθ,∂L) = {(s,W
◦, ℓˆW◦) | (s,W, ℓˆW ) ∈Mor(Cθ,L)}
and made into a topological category by insisting that the functor Cθ,L → Cθ,∂L
given by X 7→ X◦ is an isomorphism of topological categories.
Definition 2.6. Let Cn−1θ,∂L ⊂ Cθ,∂L be the subcategory having the same objects,
and having those morphisms (s,M◦) : P ◦  Q◦ for which the pair (M◦, Q◦) is
(n− 1)-connected.
This topological category shall play an especially important role and for brevity
we shall often write D = Cn−1θ,∂L when θ and ∂L are fixed and understood. When
using the notation D, we shall implicitly assume that ∂L 6= ∅.
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Remark 2.7. If (s,M◦) : P ◦  Q◦ ∈ Cn−1θ,∂L then the cobordismM = ([0, s]×L)∪M
◦
is (n− 1)-connected relative to Q = L∪Q◦, which defines a functor Cn−1θ,∂L → C
n−1
θ,L .
This is not in general an isomorphism of categories, but if (L, ∂L) is (n − 1)-
connected then it is. (See [GRW14b, Lemma 7.2] for a related discussion.)
We shall generally write P,Q, . . . for objects andW,M, . . . for morphisms of Cθ,∂L
rather than Cθ,L, and reserve the (−)◦ notation for when we are directly comparing
elements in Cθ,L with their corresponding elements in Cθ,∂L.
For use in Section 7, let us recall the following result from [GRW14b]. Together
with the isomorphism D ∼= Cn−1θ,L from Remark 2.7 and the equivalence BCθ ≃
Ω∞−1MTθ from [GMTW09], it determines the weak homotopy type of BD for
(n− 1)-connected (L, ∂L).
Theorem 2.8 ([GRW14b]). The maps
(2.1) BCn−1θ,L −→ BCθ,L −→ BCθ,
induced by the inclusion functors, are weak equivalences.
Proof. This first equivalence is [GRW14b, Theorem 3.1], one of the major technical
results of that paper (“surgery on morphisms”). The second is Corollary 2.17 of
op. cit. 
2.2. Standard θ-structures. Let θ : B → BO(2n) be a tangential structure, and
recall that we insist that B is path connected. Choose once and for all a “basepoint”
θ-structure on the vector space R2n, i.e. a bundle map τ : R2n → θ∗γ2n (depending
on the orientability of θ∗γ2n, there are one or two possible such choices, up to
homotopy). This induces a canonical θ-structure ℓˆτX on any framed 2n- or (2n−1)-
manifold X .
Definition 2.9. The standard framing ξSn×Dn on S
n×Dn is the framing induced
by the embedding
Sn ×Dn −→ Rn+1 × Rn−1 = R2n
(x; y1, y2, . . . , yn) 7−→ (2e
−
y1
2 x; y2, . . . , yn).
This framing induces a θ-structure ℓˆτSn×Dn , and we say that a θ-structure on S
n×
Dn is standard if it is homotopic to ℓˆτSn×Dn .
Definition 2.10. Let W1,1 = S
n×Sn \ int(D2n) be obtained by removing an open
disc inside Dn+×D
n
+, the product of the two upper hemispheres. A θ-structure ℓˆ on
W1,1 is standard if both θ-structures e¯
∗ℓˆ and f¯∗ℓˆ on Sn ×Dn are standard, where
e¯ and f¯ are the embeddings defined by
e¯ : Sn ×Dn −→W1,1 ⊂ S
n × Sn ⊂ Rn+1 × Rn+1
(x, y) 7−→
(
x; y2 ,−
√
1− |y2 |
2
)
and
f¯ : Sn ×Dn −→W1,1 ⊂ S
n × Sn ⊂ Rn+1 × Rn+1
(x, y) 7−→
(
− y2 ,−
√
1− |y2 |
2;x
)
,
Remark 2.11. In Definition 1.2 we said that a θ-structure ℓˆ on W1,1 was admissible
if there are orientation-preserving embeddings e, f : Sn × Dn → W1,1 with cores
intersecting transversely in one point, such that each of the θ-structures e∗ℓˆ and f∗ℓˆ
on Sn×Dn extend to R2n for some orientation-preserving embeddings Sn×Dn →֒
R2n. Up to reparametrisation, this condition is equivalent to the above notion of
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standard : if ℓˆ is admissible then there is an embedding φ : W1,1 →֒W1,1 such that
φ∗ℓˆ is standard, see [GRW14a, Remark 7.3]
The embeddings e¯ and f¯ are orientation-preserving and the union of their im-
ages is isotopy equivalent to W1,1. Therefore there exists a framing ξW1,1 of W1,1
such that e¯∗ξW1,1 and f¯
∗ξW1,1 are each homotopic to ξSn×Dn , so the associated
θ-structure ℓˆτW1,1 is standard.
Lemma 2.12. The space of standard θ-structures on W1,1 fixed on a disc in the
boundary is path-connected.
Proof. This is [GRW14a, Lemma 7.7], under a choice of identification of W1,1 with
the manifold H of that paper. 
2.3. Stable homological stability. In this section we shall formulate our stable
homological stability theorem, which is a strengthening of Theorem 1.3.
Definition 2.13. We say that a composable sequence of cobordisms
K|0
K|[0,1]
 K|1
K|[1,2]
 K|2
K|[2,3]
 K|3  · · ·
in Cθ,∂L is a θ-end in Cθ,∂L if each cobordism K|[i,i+1] satisfies
(i) it is (n− 1)-connected relative to both K|i and K|i+1, and
(ii) it contains an embedded copy of W1,1 with standard θ-structure, in a path
component intersecting ∂L.
For a θ-end K in Cθ,∂L, let
Fi(P ) ⊂ Cθ,∂L(P,K|i)
be the subspace consisting of those θ-cobordisms (s,M) such that ℓM : M → B is
n-connected.
Lemma 2.14. The map Cθ,∂L(Q,K|i) → Cθ,∂L(P,K|i) induced by precomposing
with any M ∈ D(P,Q) sends Fi(Q) into Fi(P ). Similarly, postcomposing with
K|[i,i+1] induces compatible maps Fi(P )→ Fi+1(P ).
In other words, Fi defines a subfunctor of Cθ,∂L(−,K|i) : Dop → Top and post-
composition with K|[i,i+1] defines a natural transformation Fi ⇒ Fi+1.
Proof. If (s,W ) ∈ Fi(Q) and (t,M) : P  Q ∈ D, then we must show that the
map ℓM ∪ ℓW : M ∪Q W → B is n-connected. As (M,Q) is (n − 1)-connected, so
is (M ∪Q W,W ), and hence we have a factorisation
ℓW :W −→M ∪Q W
ℓM∪ℓW−→ B
of an n-connected map where the first map is (n− 1)-connected: it follows that the
second map is n-connected too.
For the second claim, given (s,W ) ∈ Fi(P ) we must show that (1 + s,K|[i,i+1] ◦
W ) ∈ Fi+1(P ), i.e. that ℓK|[i,i+1]◦W is n-connected. This follows from the same
argument as above, using that (K|[i,i+1],K|i) is (n− 1)-connected. 
Theorem 1.3 can now be stated economically as follows.
Theorem 2.15 (Stable homological stability). For any fixed θ-end in Cθ,∂L as
in Definition 2.13, write F(P ) = hocolim
i→∞
Fi(P ). Then the map F(Q) → F(P )
induced by any M ∈ D(P,Q) is an abelian homology equivalence.
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2.4. Models for moduli spaces of manifolds. In order to explain how to deduce
Theorem 1.3 from Theorem 2.15, we will make a particular choice of model for the
Borel constructions Bunθn,∂(TW ; ℓˆP )//Diff∂(W ) which form path components of
N θn (P ; ℓˆP ). This involves a comparison between two models for spaces of manifolds
which will be of further use in Section 7, so we give it in full generality.
In [GRW14b, Proposition 2.16] we have explained how to start with a (2n− 1)-
manifold L ⊂ {0}×(−∞, 0]×R∞−1 with collared boundary ∂L ⊂ {0}×{0}×R∞−1,
and rotate it in (−∞, 0]× R× R∞−1 around the origin in the first two coordinate
directions to obtain a new manifold L ⊂ {0} × [0,∞)× R∞−1. The union D(L) =
L ∪ L is the double of L, and the subset VL ⊂ (−∞, 0]× R× R∞−1 swept out by
the rotation gives a nullbordism VL : ∅ D(L). The manifold VL is diffeomorphic
to [0, 1]× L, after unbending corners, and in particular the inclusion L →֒ VL is a
homotopy equivalence. Therefore a θ-structure ℓˆL on ε
1 ⊕ TL may be extended to
one, ℓˆVL , on VL. We then give L the θ-structure induced by restriction from VL.
We may equally well begin with a (2n− 1)-manifold P ⊂ {0} × [0,∞)× R∞−1
with collared boundary ∂P ⊂ {0}×{0}×R∞−1 and rotate it in (−∞, 0]×R×R∞−1.
We write P ⊂ {0} × (−∞, 0] × R∞−1 for the manifold so obtained, and induce a
θ-structure on P from one on P in the same way.
In particular, if P ∈ Cθ,∂L is an object then P ⊂ {0}× (−∞, 0]×R∞−1 is equal
(as a θ-manifold) to L near their boundary, so there are isomorphisms
Cθ,L ∼= Cθ,∂L = Cθ,∂P
∼= Cθ,P .
A similar procedure associates to a 2n-manifold N ⊂ [0, s] × [0,∞) × R∞−1
with collared boundary ({0}×P )∪ ([0, s]× ∂L)∪ ({s}×P ) a rotated submanifold
N ⊂ [0, s]× (−∞, 0]× R∞−1 together with a rotated θ-structure ℓˆN .
Definition 2.16. For objects P and Q of Cθ,∂L, let 〈P,Q〉 = P ∪Q ∈ Cθ,P . For a
morphism (s,M) : Q  Q′ let 〈P,M〉 = ([0, s] × P ) ∪M : 〈P,Q〉  〈P,Q′〉, and
for a morphism (s,N) : P ′  P let 〈N,Q〉 = N ∪ ([0, s] × Q) : 〈P,Q〉  〈P ′, Q〉.
Both are morphisms in Cθ.
Lemma 2.17. For any P,Q ∈ Cθ,∂L the composition
(2.2) Cθ,∂L(P,Q) = Cθ,∂P (P,Q) →֒ Cθ(D(P ), 〈P,Q〉)
−◦VP−−−−→ Cθ(∅, 〈P,Q〉)
is a weak homotopy equivalence.
If M : Q Q′ and N : P ′  P are morphisms in Cθ,∂L then the squares
Cθ,∂L(P,Q)
M◦− //
≃

Cθ,∂L(P,Q′)
≃

Cθ,∂L(P,Q)
−◦N //
≃

Cθ,∂L(P ′, Q)
≃

Cθ(∅, 〈P,Q〉)
〈P,M〉◦−// Cθ(∅, 〈P,Q′〉) Cθ(∅, 〈P,Q〉)
〈N,Q〉◦−// Cθ(∅, 〈P ′, Q〉)
commute up to homotopy.
Proof sketch. Up to smoothing corners, (2.2) is given by gluing on an invertible
cobordism. The squares each commute because the two compositions are given by
gluing on cobordisms which are diffeomorphic, by a diffeomorphism preserving θ-
structures up to homotopy. For more details, see the proof of [GRW14b, Proposition
7.5]. 
For an object P ∈ Cθ we have a homeomorphism
Cθ(∅, P ) ∼=
∐
[W ]
(
(0,∞)× Emb∂(W, (−1, 0]× R
∞)× Bunθ∂(TW ; ℓˆP )
)
/Diff∂(W ),
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where the disjoint union is taken over manifolds W with boundary P , one in each
diffeomorphism class. As the action of Diff∂(W ) on Emb∂(W, (−1, 0]×R∞) is free
and has slices [BF81], and (0,∞) is contractible, this quotient is a model for the
Borel construction so there is a weak equivalence
Cθ(∅, P ) ≃
∐
[W ]
Bunθ∂(TW ; ℓˆP )//Diff∂(W ),
where the disjoint union is taken over manifolds W with boundary P , one in each
diffeomorphism class.
The spaces N θn(P ) andM
θ
n(W, ℓˆW ) in the following definition are point-set mod-
els for the spaces N θn (P ) and M
θ
n (W, ℓˆW ) in the introduction.
Definition 2.18.
(i) For P ∈ Cθ let N θn(P ) ⊂ Cθ(∅, P ) denote the subspace of those nullbordisms
(s,W ) of P such that ℓW :W → B is n-connected.
(ii) For (W, ℓˆW ) ∈ N θn(P ), let M
θ
n(W, ℓˆW ) denote the path component of N
θ
n(P )
containing (W, ℓˆW ).
(iii) For a manifold W with boundary P , let Mθ(W ; ℓˆP ) ⊂ Cθ(∅, P ) be the sub-
space of those (X, ℓˆX) such that X is diffeomorphic to W relative to P .
Proof of Theorem 1.3, using Theorem 2.15. We may embed M in [0, 1] × R∞ as
a cobordism Q  P , and after changing this embedding by an isotopy we may
suppose that M intersects [0, 1] × [0,∞) × R∞−1 precisely in the image of p :
[0, 1] × D2n−1 →֒ M and that [0, 1] × D2n−1
p
→ M ⊂ [0, 1] × R∞ is given by
(t, x) 7→ (t, e(x)) for an embedding e : D2n−1 → [0,∞)× R∞−1.
Let LQ = Q ∩ ((−∞, 0] × R
∞−1), LP = P ∩ ((−∞, 0] × R
∞−1), and D =
P ∩ ([0,∞) × R∞−1). Then LP , LQ, and D all have equal boundaries, which we
call ∂L. By rotating these and the manifold N =M ∩ ([0, 1]× (−∞, 0]×R∞−1) in
the first two coordinate directions, we obtain a cobordism
N : LP  LQ ∈ Cθ,∂L.
Now let
D = K|0
K|[0,1]
 K|1
K|[1,2]
 K|2  · · ·
be a θ-end in the category Cθ,∂L, where eachK|[i,i+1] is obtained from [0, 1]×K|i by
the boundary connect-sum at {1} ×K|i with W1,1 having a standard θ-structure.
There is then a commutative diagram
(2.3)
Cθ,∂L(LQ,K|0)
K|[0,1]◦−//
−◦N

Cθ,∂L(LQ,K|1)
K|[1,2]◦−//
−◦N

Cθ,∂L(LQ,K|2) · · ·
−◦N

Cθ,∂L(LP ,K|0)
K|[0,1]◦−// Cθ,∂L(LP ,K|1)
K|[1,2]◦−// Cθ,∂L(LP ,K|2) · · ·
which Lemma 2.17 shows is equivalent to the homotopy commutative diagram
(2.4)
Cθ(∅, Q)
QH◦− //
M◦−

Cθ(∅, Q′)
M ′◦−

Q′H◦−// Cθ(∅, Q′′) · · ·
M ′′◦−

Cθ(∅, P )
PH◦− // Cθ(∅, P ′)
P ′H◦−// Cθ(∅, P ′′) · · ·
used to form the map of homotopy colimits in the statement of Theorem 1.3. Now
Theorem 2.15 implies that, after passing to the subdiagram of (2.3) consisting of
those components represented by cobordisms (s,W ) such that ℓW : W → B is
n-connected, the map on homotopy colimits is an abelian homology equivalence.
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The corresponding subdiagram of (2.4) consists of the maps (M, ℓˆ
(g)
M ) ◦ − :
N θn(Q, ℓˆ
(g)
Q ) → N
θ
n(P, ℓˆ
(g)
P ), and as a diagram in the homotopy category it is iso-
morphic to the diagram made out of the squares (1.3). In principle the homo-
topies implied in the diagram (2.4) could be different from the ones described
informally in the introduction and since different choices of homotopies can lead
to non-homotopic maps of homotopy colimits, we may not immediately conclude
that the stabilised maps in Theorems 1.3 and 2.15 are isomorphic as arrows in the
homotopy category. However, as we shall explain in Lemma A.10, if the induced
map of homotopy colimits is an abelian homology equivalence for one choice of
homotopies then it is so for all choices. 
2.5. Elementary simplifications of Theorem 2.15. There are several easy sim-
plifications which can be made before embarking on the proof of Theorem 2.15. In
order to phrase these simplifications, it is convenient to introduce the following
notation: letW ⊂ D be the subcategory of those morphisms M : P  Q in D such
that the induced map F(Q)→ F(P ) is an abelian homology equivalence. Theorem
2.15 is then equivalent to the assertion thatW = D, but this has the advantage that
intermediate results can be stated: we shall show thatW contains larger and larger
classes of morphisms, until it is clear that it coincides with the entire category D.
The first simplification is a purely formal saturation property of abelian homol-
ogy equivalences.
Lemma 2.19. The subcategory W ⊂ D has the 2-out-of-3 property.
Proof. This will follow from the fact that for maps of spaces f : X → Y and
g : Y → Z, if any two of f , g, and g ◦ f are abelian homology equivalences, so is
the third.
Ordinary homology equivalences satisfy 2-out-of-3, so if any two of f , g, and
g ◦ f are abelian homology equivalences then all three spaces have the same first
homology, and so have the same collection of abelian local coefficient systems avail-
able. In particular, we may assume that all abelian local coefficient systems are
pulled back from Z. The claim then follows by functoriality of homology with local
coefficients. 
Lemma 2.20. If W contains every morphism M : P  Q in D whose underlying
smooth cobordism has a handle structure relative to Q consisting of a single handle
of index k where n ≤ k ≤ 2n, then W = D.
Proof. If 2n 6= 4 then this is easy: a cobordismM : P  Q in D is (n−1)-connected
relative to Q by definition, so admits a handle structure relative to Q which only
has handles of index at least n. For 2n = 2 this is clear, by cancelling any handles
of index 0, and for 2n ≥ 6 this may be seen by handle-trading, as in the proof
of the s-cobordism theorem (see e.g. [Ker65]). Cutting M into the corresponding
elementary cobordisms, each of which lie in W by assumption, it follows that M
does too.
If 2n = 4 such handle-trading is not immediately available, but becomes available
after connect-sum with many copies of S2 × S2. More precisely, let us write H0 :
P−1  P0 = P for any morphism with underlying smooth bordism ([−1, 0] ×
P )♯(Sn×Sn) and θ structure extending ℓˆP on {0}×P , and repeat to get composable
morphisms H−k : P−k−1  P−k with underlying smooth bordism ([−k − 1,−k]×
P )♯(Sn × Sn) for all k ≥ 0. Then it follows from [Qui83, Theorem 1.2] that for
sufficiently large k, the cobordism
M ′ : P−k
H−(k−1)
 · · ·
H−2
 P−2
H−1
 P−1
H0
 P0 = P
M
 Q
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admits a handle structure relative to Q which only has relative handles of index
at least 2, and so by assumption lies in W . The cobordism H0 ◦ · · · ◦H−(k−1) also
admits a handle structure relative to P which only has relative handles of index at
least 2, so also lies in W ; by Lemma 2.19, it follows that M also lies in W . 
The manifold ∂L has finitely many path-components, and eachK|[i,i+1] contains
an embedded W1,1 with standard θ-structure in a path component intersecting ∂L.
Therefore there is a path component ∂0L ⊂ ∂L such that infinitely-many K|[i,i+1]
contain an embedded W1,1 with standard θ-structure in the path component of
∂0L. We call the path-component of ∂0L the basepoint component. By composing
some of the cobordisms K|[i,i+1], and rescaling, we may assume that each K|[i,i+1]
contains an embedded W1,1 with standard θ-structure in the basepoint component.
For a cobordism M : P  Q which has a handle structure relative to Q con-
sisting of a single handle of index k ≥ n, it makes sense to ask whether the handle
is attached to the basepoint component i.e. whether the attaching map has im-
age which intersects the basepoint component. When k > 1 the image of such an
attaching map is always connected, so is required to lie inside the basepoint com-
ponent; when k = n = 1 we require that at least one of the two components lie
inside the basepoint component.
Lemma 2.21. If W contains every morphism M : P  Q in D whose underlying
smooth cobordism has a handle structure relative to Q consisting of a single handle
of index n ≤ k < 2n attached to the basepoint component, then W = D.
Proof. Let M : P  Q ∈ D be a morphism having a handle structure relative to
Q consisting of a single handle of index n ≤ k ≤ 2n. If we can show that M ∈ W
then the previous lemma applies and gives the desired conclusion.
First suppose that k = 2n: then M is obtained from Q by attaching a single
2n-handle to Q, along an entire component φ : S2n−1 →֒ Q. Choose surgery data
ϕ : S0 ×D2n−1 →֒ Q sending one disc to the basepoint component and the other
into the image of φ, and let U : Q R be the trace of the surgery along ϕ. Then
the composition U ◦M consists of a 2n-handle and a (2n− 1)-handle relative to R,
and moreover these are cancelling handles by construction: thus U ◦M is a cylinder
and so is invertible in D and hence lies in W . On the other hand U consists of a
single (2n−1)-handle relative to R attached to the basepoint component, so U ∈ W
by hypothesis: thus M ∈ W by Lemma 2.19.
Now suppose that n ≤ k < 2n. We will construct morphisms
P
M ///o/o/o
T ′

O
O
O
Q
T
O
O
O
R
M ′ ///o/o/o S
in D such that T ◦M and M ′ ◦ T ′ lie in the same path component of D(P, S), and
T,M ′, T ′ ∈ W . It will then follow from Lemma 2.19 that M ∈ W , as required.
Suppose that M consists of a single handle attached via a map φ : ∂Dk ×
D2n−k →֒ Q, which does not land in the basepoint component. Choose surgery
data ϕ : S0 ×D2n−1 →֒ Q, disjoint from L and from φ, such that surgery along it
connects one of the path components intersecting the image of φ to the basepoint
component, and let T : Q  S be the trace of the surgery along ϕ. Considered
relative to S, it consists of a single (2n − 1)-handle attached to the basepoint
component of S, so T ∈ W .
The cobordism T ◦M : P  S has a k-handle and a (2n − 1)-handle relative
to S, and these are attached along disjoint embeddings. Thus it is isotopic to a
composition M ′ ◦ T ′ : P  S where M ′ : R  S has a k-handle relative to S and
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T ′ : P  R has a (2n − 1)-handle relative to R. The k-handle of M ′ is attached
along φ, but as S is the result of surgery on Q along ϕ the map φ now lands in
the basepoint component, and so M ′ ∈ W . The (2n− 1)-handle of T ′ is attached
to the basepoint component of R, because by construction it consists of a 1-handle
relative to P with one end attached in the basepoint component of P , so T ′ ∈ W .
This provides the required data for the argument given above. 
Thus to prove Theorem 2.15 it suffices to show that every cobordism M : P  
Q in D which has a handle structure relative to Q consisting of a single handle
of index n ≤ k < 2n attached to the basepoint component induces an abelian
homology equivalence. Our proof occupies the following four sections, and proceeds
by induction on k.
3. Proof of Theorem 2.15: stability for W1,1
For any P ∈ D, let us write
HP :
′P  P
for any morphism in D obtained from [0, 1]× P by forming the boundary connect-
sum with W1,1 at {0} × P inside the basepoint component of P (that is, the path
component of ∂0L). Similarly, let
PH : P  P
′
be any morphism in D obtained from [0, 1]× P by forming the boundary connect-
sum with W1,1 at {1} × P inside the basepoint component of P . Both PH and
HP are equipped with any θ-structure which is standard when restricted to the
embedded W1,1, and is equal to ℓˆP when restricted to P . We shall establish the
following case of Theorem 2.15 for any choice of such morphisms HP and PH .
Theorem 3.1. For each P ∈ D, the morphism HP lies in W.
Proof. Recall that the functor F is defined as the objectwise homotopy colimit of
the Fi, so the map − ◦ HP : F(P ) → F(P
′) which we must show is an abelian
homology equivalence is the induced map on horizontal homotopy colimits of the
commutative diagram
F0(P )
−◦HP

K|[0,1]◦− // F1(P )
−◦HP

K|[1,2]◦− // F2(P )
−◦HP

K|[2,3]◦− // · · ·
F0(P ′)
K|[0,1]◦−
// F1(P ′)
K|[1,2]◦−
// F2(P ′)
K|[2,3]◦−
// · · · .
We shall show that for each square in this diagram there are maps
∆topi ,∆
bottom
i : Fi(P
′) −→ Fi+1(P )
which respectively make the top and bottom triangles of the squares in which they
lie commute up to homotopy; it will then follow from Proposition A.13 that the
induced maps on horizontal homotopy colimits are abelian homology equivalences.
In order to do this, we will pass to a homotopy equivalent model of this diagram.
For the reader familiar with [GRW14b], this is completely analogous to Lemma
7.15 of that paper.
Lemma 2.17 shows that Fi(P ) ≃ N θn(〈P,K|i〉) ⊂ Cθ(∅, 〈P,K|i〉), the subspace
consisting of those nullbordisms (s,W ) : ∅  〈P,K|i〉 for which ℓW : W → B is
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n-connected. Similarly for P ′ and the morphism K|[i,i+1]. Hence the square in
which we are trying to find diagonal maps (up to homotopy) may be replaced by
N θn(〈P,K|i〉)
〈P,K|[i,i+1]〉◦− //
〈HP ,K|i〉◦−

N θn(〈P,K|i+1〉)
〈HP ,K|i+1〉◦−

N θn(〈P
′,K|i〉)
〈P ′,K|[i,i+1]〉◦− // N θn(〈P
′,K|i+1〉).
We claim that X = 〈HP ,K|i〉may be θ-embedded into Y = 〈P,K|[i,i+1]〉 relative
to 〈P,K|i〉. If this is the case, the complement of such an embedding gives a cobor-
dism Z : 〈P ′,K|i〉  〈P,K|i+1〉 which is (n − 1)-connected relative to 〈P,K|i+1〉,
and so Z ◦− defines a diagonal map in the square making the top triangle commute
up to homotopy, as required.
The cobordism X : 〈P,K|i〉  〈P ′,K|i〉 is—by definition of HP—obtained
from 〈P,K|i〉 by forming the boundary connect-sum with W1,1 with a standard
θ-structure inside the basepoint component of {1} × 〈P,K|i〉. On the other hand,
the cobordism Y : 〈P,K|i〉 〈P,K|i+1〉 contains an embedded W1,1 with standard
θ-structure, in the basepoint component (as we re-indexed the sequence of cobor-
disms K|[i,i+1] in order to have this property). There is therefore an embedding e of
underlying manifolds from X to Y sending the W1,1 in X to that in Y . By Lemma
2.12 the θ-structure e∗ℓˆY is homotopic to ℓˆX relative to 〈P,K|i〉, and extending
this homotopy to ℓˆY it follows that e is an embedding of θ-manifolds.
Similarly, 〈HP , [0, 1] × K|i+1〉 may be θ-embedded into 〈[0, 1] × P ′,K|[i,i+1]〉
relative to 〈P ′,K|i+1〉, which provides a diagonal map making the bottom triangle
commute up to homotopy. 
4. Proof of Theorem 2.15: stability for handles of index n
In this section and the next we shall prove Theorem 2.15 in the case of a cobor-
dism which admits a handle structure relative to its incoming boundary consisting
of a single n-handle attached to the basepoint component. In terms of the subcat-
egory W ⊂ D from Section 2.5, the precise statement we prove is the following.
Theorem 4.1. If M : P  Q is a morphism in D whose underlying smooth
cobordism admits a handle structure relative to Q consisting of a single n-handle
attached to the basepoint component of Q, then M ∈ W.
The detailed proof is cumbersome, but the strategy can be explained informally
as follows. It suffices to prove that the composition of M and the morphism r(M),
which attaches the n-handle “dual” to that of M , is in W , since this then applies
to r(M), and we may deduce that all three morphisms in the composition (M ◦
r(M)) ◦ r(r(M)) = M ◦ (r(M) ◦ r(r(M)) induce isomorphisms on H1(−;Z) and
homology with abelian coefficients. If the handle of M is attached trivially, the
composition of M ◦ r(M) is essentially a model for the cobordism HP considered in
the previous section. We shall then use a simplicial resolution to reduce the general
case to the trivially attached case.
4.1. Support and interchange of support. We first introduce the following
notion of support of a cobordism, which will be used not only in this section but
also in Section 6.
Definition 4.2. The support supp(W ) of a cobordism (s,W ) : P  Q in Cθ is the
smallest closed set A ⊂ R∞ such that
W ∩ ([0, s]× (R∞ \A)) = [0, s]× (P \A)
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as θ-manifolds. Or, equivalently, such that
W ∩ ([0, s]× (R∞ \A)) = [0, s]× (Q \A)
as θ-manifolds.
This notion of support is specific to our particular model of cobordism cate-
gories using manifolds embedded in euclidean space; it does not have meaning for
“abstract” cobordisms. We used a similar notion in [GRW14b, p. 268].
Definition 4.3. If (s,W ) : P  Q and (s′,W ′) : Q  R are cobordisms in Cθ
such that supp(W ) ∩ supp(W ′) = ∅, then we let the interchange of support be the
θ-cobordisms
RW ′(W ) = (W \ ([0, s]× supp(W
′))) ∪ ([0, s]× (R \ supp(W )))
and
LW (W
′) = (W ′ \ ([0, s′]× supp(W ))) ∪ ([0, s′]× (P \ supp(W ′))).
The composition (s,RW ′ (W )) ◦ (s′,LW (W ′)) may be formed in Cθ, and is a mor-
phism from P to R. Furthermore, there is a path
t 7→ τt(W,W
′) : [0, 1] −→ Cθ(P,R)
from (s′,W ′) ◦ (s,W ) to (s,RW ′(W )) ◦ (s′,LW (W ′)) given by sliding W ∩ ([0, s]×
supp(W )) in the positive direction and W ′ ∩ ([0, s′] × supp(W ′)) in the negative
direction.
This manoeuvre may be described graphically as in Figure 1.
Figure 1. The interchange of support path. The grey regions
indicate where the cobordisms are not cylindrical.
4.2. Constructing auxiliary cobordisms. We begin by showing that the mor-
phism M : P  Q for which we shall prove Theorem 4.1 may be assumed to be of
a rather standard form. As we shall need the analogous result later, when dealing
with cobordisms having a single k-handle for n ≤ k ≤ 2n, we begin by working in
this generality.
Construction 4.4. The (reverse) trace of the surgery along ∂Dk × D2n−k ⊂
∂Dk × R2n−k gives a smooth manifold T ⊂ [0, 1]× Rk × R2n−k such that
(i) T agrees with [0, 1]× ∂Dk × R2n−k outside of [0, 1]×Dk ×D2n−k,
(ii) T ∩ ((1 − ε, 1]× R2n) = (1− ε, 1]× ∂Dk × R2n−k for some ε > 0, and
(iii) T ∩ ([0, ε) × R2n) = [0, ε) × P for some ε > 0, with P diffeomorphic to
Rk × ∂D2n−k,
and comes equipped with embeddings of the k-handle and its dual (2n− k)-handle
which we denote
φT : D
k × R2n−k →֒ T
ϕT : R
k ×D2n−k →֒ T.
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We have φT (∂D
k×R2n−k) ⊂ T∩({1}×R2n) and ϕT (Rk×∂D2n−k) ⊂ T∩({0}×R2n),
and we may also arrange that φT (x, y) = (1, x, y) ∈ T ∩ ({1}×R2n) for all (x, y) ∈
∂Dk × R2n−k.
Suppose given a (2n−1)-manifold Q ⊂ R∞ and an embedding σ : Rk×R2n−k →
R∞ such that σ−1(Q) = ∂Dk×R2n−k. Then σ|∂Dk×R2n−k is a diffeomorphism from
∂Dk×R2n−k onto an open subset of Q and we may define an elementary cobordism
Mσ ⊂ [0, 1]× R∞ by
Mσ = ([0, 1]× (Q \ σ(∂D
k ×D2n−k))) ∪ ((Id[0,1] × σ)(T )).
We then have
∂Mσ = ({0} × Pσ) ∪ ({1} ×Q)
for a closed (2n−1)-manifold Pσ ⊂ R∞ obtained fromQ by surgery along σ|∂Dk×Dk .
(Even though the manifold Pσ depends on Q and σ and not P we shall use the
notation Pσ to emphasise that it is a model for P in Lemma 4.5 below.) The
embedding φT of a handle in T then induces an embedding of a handle into M , for
which we shall write
φ = (Id[0,1] × σ) ◦ φT : D
k × R2n−k →Mσ.
This embedding satisfies φ(∂Dk×R2n−k) ⊂ {1}×Q and in fact φ(x, y) = (1, σ(x, y))
for (x, y) ∈ ∂Dk × R2n−k.
If Q is endowed with a θ-structure ℓˆQ, then pulling back along σ endows ∂D
k ×
R2n−k with a θ-structure, and hence the subspace
T0 = ({1} × ∂D
k × R2n−k) ∪ ([0, 1]× ∂Dk × (R2n−k \D2n−k)) ⊂ T
inherits a θ-structure. The maps of pairs
(Dk, ∂Dk)×D2n−k
φT |Dk−−−−→ (T, {1} × ∂Dk × R2n−k)
incl
−−→ (T, T0)
are relative homotopy equivalences, and hence to extend the θ-structure from T0 to
T is the same, up to homotopy, as extending the bundle map
(4.1) T (∂Dk ×D2n−k)⊕ ε1
Dσ⊕ε1
−−−−→ TQ⊕ ε1
ℓˆQ
−→ θ∗γ2n
to T (Dk ×D2n−k). In what follows we shall, whenever given an extension of (4.1),
tacitly pick an extension of θ-structures from T0 to T in the corresponding homotopy
class. Given such an extension to T , we obtain a θ-structure on Mσ, and hence by
restriction a θ-structure on Pσ. The θ-cobordism (1,Mσ) so obtained has support
in σ(Dk ×D2n−k).
Lemma 4.5. Let M : P  Q be a morphism in D whose underlying smooth
cobordism admits a handle structure relative to Q consisting of a single k-handle.
Then
(i) there exists an embedding σ : Rk×R2n−k → [0,∞)×R∞−1 such that σ−1(Q) =
∂Dk × R2n−k, and an extension of (σ|∂Dk×D2n−k)
∗ℓˆQ to T (D
k ×D2n−k), so
that we may form the θ-cobordism
Mσ : Pσ  Q ∈ D,
(ii) for a suitable choice of embedding and extension in (i), there exists an isomor-
phism U : P  Pσ in D such that Mσ ◦ U and M lie in the same component
of D(P,Q).
Proof. Suppose for simplicity that the cobordism M has length 2. The handle
structure of M gives an embedding of smooth manifolds Mσ →֒ M relative to Q,
whose complement is diffeomorphic to [0, 1] × P relative to {0} × P , and we give
Mσ the θ-structure from M . After changing the embedding of M ⊂ [0, 2] × R∞
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relative to ({0}×P )∪ ({2}×Q) we may assume that it is equal to the composition
of Mσ and an isomorphism U . 
We now return to the particular case where k = n. If Theorem 4.1 holds for
the cobordism Mσ produced by this lemma, then it also holds for M , since U is
an isomorphism. Hence without loss of generality we may assume that M is of
the form Mσ with respect to some embedding σ : R
n × Rn → [0,∞) × R∞−1
with σ−1(Q) = ∂Dn × Rn and some extension of (σ|∂Dn×Dn)∗ℓˆQ to T (Dn ×Dn).
We shall henceforth make this assumption, and then also Pσ = P . The proof of
Theorem 4.1 shall use certain compositions
R
r(M)
 P
M
 Q
Vp
 Sp
of M and cobordisms r(M) and Vp for p ≥ 0, which we first define. We shall make
use of the reflection diffeomorphism r(t, x) = (1− t, x) : [0, 1]×R∞ → [0, 1]×R∞.
Construction 4.6. Construct a cobordism r(M) : R  P having underlying
manifold the reflection r(M) of M = Mσ, so the underlying manifold of R is the
same as that of Q. It remains to describe a θ-structure on r(M). The manifold M
has a single n-handle relative to P , namely
ϕ = (Id[0,1] × σ) ◦ ϕT |Rn×Dn : R
n ×Dn −→M
which has ϕ(Rn × ∂Dn) ⊂ {0} × P . The reflection of ϕ gives an n-handle r(ϕ) in
(r(M), P ), and any θ-structure on this handle extending (r(ϕ)|∂Dn×Dn)∗ℓˆP induces
a θ-structure on r(M) supported in σ(Dn×Dn). We choose the θ-structure on this
handle by insisting that the induced θ-structure on
Sn ×Dn ∼= r(ϕ)(Dn ×Dn) ∪P ϕ(D
n ×Dn) ⊂ r(M) ∪P M
is diffeomorphic to the standard one described in Section 2.2.
Construction 4.7. We construct a cobordism V0 : Q  S0 having support in
σ(Dn × (3e1 +Dn)) by letting
V0 = ([0, 1]× (Q \ σ(∂D
n × (3e1 +D
n)))) ∪ ((Id[0,1] × σ)(3e1 + r(T ))),
which contains the handle
ψ = (Id[0,1] × σ) ◦ (3e1 + r(φT |Dn×Dn)) : D
n ×Dn −→ V0
which has ψ(∂Dn ×Dn) ⊂ {0}×Q. We fix the θ-structure on V0 by insisting that
the θ-structure on
Sn ×Dn ∼= φ(Dn × (3e1 +D
n)) ∪Q ψ(D
n ×Dn) ⊂M ∪Q V0
is the standard one described in Section 2.2.
More generally, for each p ≥ 0 we construct a cobordism Vp : Q  Sp having
support in ∪pi=0σ(D
n × (3(i + 1)e1 + Dn)) by performing the above construction
simultaneously inside each of σ(Dn×(3(i+1)e1+Dn)) for i = 0, 1, . . . , p. We write
ψi : D
n ×Dn → Vp for the n-handles relative to Q, i = 0, . . . , p.
The composable cobordisms Vp : Q  Sp and M ◦ r(M) : R  Q arising from
these constructions have disjoint support, so may be subjected to interchange of
support. Recall from Section 3 that we write HP : P
′  P for any morphism
in D obtained from [0, 1]× P by forming the boundary connect-sum with W1,1 at
{0} × P .
Lemma 4.8. For each p ≥ 0, the cobordism RVp(M◦r(M)) obtained by interchange
of support is HSp composed with an isomorphism.
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The cobordism M ◦ r(M) is obtained from Q by attaching an n-handle and its
dual, and as the support of M ◦ r(M) is disjoint from that of Vp the cobordism
RVp(M ◦r(M)) is also obtained by attaching an n-handle and its dual. The proof of
this lemma consists of showing that in this case the n-handle is trivially attached.
Proof. In order that a cobordism W : S  T be isotopic to HT composed with
an isomorphism, it is enough that it contain an embedded copy of W1,1 on which
the induced θ-structure is the standard one described in Section 2.2, and so that
the smooth cobordism (without θ-structure) (W \ int(W1,1)) ∪∂W1,1 D
2n : S  T
is diffeomorphic to [0, 1]× T relative to T .
By construction of the θ-structure on r(M),
Sn ×Dn ∼= r(ϕ)(Dn ×Dn) ∪ ϕ(Dn ×Dn) ⊂ r(M) ∪P M
has a standard θ-structure. This is disjoint from supp(Vp) so can also be found
inside the cobordism RVp(M ◦ r(M)).
The n-handle φ of M relative to Q has support disjoint from supp(Vp), so can
also be considered as an n-handle of RVp(M ◦ r(M)) relative to Sp. The manifold
Sp is, tautologically, the result of doing surgery on the embeddings
σ|∂Dn×(3(i+1)e1+Dn) : ∂D
n ×Dn →֒ Q i = 0, 1, . . . , p,
and so, using only that surgery on σ|∂Dn×(3e1+Dn) has been performed, the em-
bedding σ|∂Dn×Dn : ∂Dn ×Dn →֒ Q \ supp(Vp) ⊂ Sp can be isotoped into a collar
neighbourhood of Sp ⊂ RVp(M ◦ r(M)) and extended there to an embedding of
Dn ×Dn such that the result of joining it with the n-handle φ of RVp(M ◦ r(M))
gives an embedded Sn ×Dn. Furthermore, by our choice of θ-structure on Vp this
may be arranged to have standard θ-structure. By construction, the core of this
Sn×Dn intersects that of the previous paragraph transversely in a single point, so
their union gives an embedded W1,1, on which the θ-structure is standard. 
4.3. A semi-simplicial resolution. In this section we explain how to construct
certain semi-simplicial spaces Yj(P )• augmented over the spaces Fj(P ) of cobor-
disms introduced in Definition 2.13, when we have fixed a θ-end
K|0
K|[0,1]
−→ K|1
K|[1,2]
−→ K|2
K|[2,3]
−→ K|3 −→ · · ·
and P is an object of the category D equipped with a little extra structure. For
clarity we work in slightly more generality than we will eventually need.
Definition 4.9. Fix an object P ∈ D, an element W = (s,W ) ∈ Fj(P ) for
some j ≥ 0, an embedding χ : ∂Dn × (1,∞) × Rn−1 →֒ P , and a 1-parameter
family t 7→ ℓˆstdt , t ∈ (2,∞), of θ-structures on D
n × Dn such that ℓˆstdt |∂Dn×Dn =
χ∗ℓˆP |∂Dn×(t·e1+Dn).
Let Y (W )0 = Y (W,χ, ℓˆ
std
t )0 be the set of tuples (t, c, Lˆ) consisting of a t ∈ (2,∞),
an embedding c : (Dn × Dn, ∂Dn × Dn) →֒ (W,P ), and a path of θ-structures
τ 7→ Lˆ(τ) on Dn ×Dn, τ ∈ [0, 1], such that
(i) there is a δ > 0 such that c(x, v) = χ( x|x| , v+t ·e1)+(1−|x|) ·e0 for 1−|x| < δ,
(ii) the image C = c(Dn × Dn) is disjoint from ([0, s] × L) ∪ ({s} × K|j), and
c−1(P ) = ∂Dn ×Dn,
(iii) the restriction ℓW |W\C :W \ C → B is n-connected,
(iv) Lˆ(0) = c∗ℓˆW , Lˆ(1) = ℓˆ
std
t , and Lˆ(τ)|∂Dn×Dn is independent of τ ∈ [0, 1].
We topologise Y (W )0 as a subspace of
R× Emb(Dn ×Dn, [0,∞)× R∞)× Bunθ(Dn ×Dn)I .
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Let Y (W )p = Y (W,χ, ℓˆ
std
t )p ⊂ (Y (W )0)
p+1 be the subset consisting of tuples
(t0, c0, Lˆ0, t1, c1, Lˆ1, . . . , tp, cp, Lˆp) such that
(i) the images Ci of the ci are disjoint,
(ii) t0 < t1 < · · · < tp,
(iii) the restriction ℓW |W\(∪iCi) :W \ (∪iCi)→ B is n-connected.
We topologise Y (W )p as a subspace of the (p + 1)-fold product of Y (W )0. The
collection Y (W )• has the structure of a semi-simplicial space, where the ith face
map forgets (ti, ci, Lˆi).
We now wish to combine all of the Y (W )• for all W = (s,W ) ∈ Fj(P ) into a
single semi-simplicial space.
Definition 4.10. Fix a P ∈ D, an embedding χ : ∂Dn× (1,∞)×Rn−1 →֒ P , and
a 1-parameter family t 7→ ℓˆstdt , t ∈ (2,∞), of θ-structures on D
n × Dn such that
ℓˆstdt |∂Dn×Dn = χ
∗ℓˆP |∂Dn×(t·e1+Dn).
Let Yj(P )p = Yj(P, χ, ℓˆ
std
t )p be the set of tuples (s,W ;x) with (s,W ) ∈ Fj(P )
and x ∈ Y (W,χ, ℓˆstdt )p. Topologise this set as a subspace of
Fj(P )× (R× Emb(D
n ×Dn, [0,∞)× R∞)× Bunθ(Dn ×Dn)I)p+1.
The collection Yj(P )• has the structure of a semi-simplicial space augmented over
Fj(P ), where the ith face maps forgets (ti, ci, Lˆi), and the augmentation map just
remembers the underlying θ-cobordism (s,W ).
The maps K|[j,j+1] ◦ − : Fj(P ) → Fj+1(P ) given by the θ-end lift to semi-
simplicial maps
(K|[j,j+1] ◦ −)• : Yj(P )• −→ Yj+1(P )•
(s,W ;x) 7−→ (s+ 1;K|[j,j+1] ◦W ;x),
and we let Y(P )• → F(P ) be the augmented semi-simplicial space obtained as the
levelwise homotopy colimit.
Lemma 4.11. The map |Yj(P )•| → Fj(P ) is a quasifibration, with fibre |Y (W )•|
over (s,W ) ∈ Fj(P ).
Proof. This may be proved in the same way as the analogue of Lemma 6.8 in
[GRW14a, Section 7]. 
The homotopy fibre of a map between mapping telescopes is weakly homotopy
equivalent to the mapping telescope of the homotopy fibres. Hence the homotopy
fibre of |Y(P )•| → F(P ) over a point (s,W ) ∈ Fj(P ) ⊂ F(P ) is weakly homotopy
equivalent to
(4.2) hocolim
g→∞
|Y (K|[j,j+g] ◦W,χ, ℓˆ
std
t )•|.
In Section 5 we will prove the following theorem.
Theorem 4.12. The space (4.2) is weakly contractible, and hence the forgetful map
|Y(P )•| → F(P ) is a weak equivalence.
In the rest of this section we shall explain how to deduce Theorem 4.1 from
Theorem 4.12.
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4.4. Resolving composition withM ◦r(M). We now continue with the notation
of Section 4.2, in particular we have the cobordisms M ◦ r(M) : R  Q and
V0 : Q  S0 and the embedding σ : ∂D
n × Rn →֒ Q, and we wish to resolve the
map
− ◦M ◦ r(M) : F(Q) −→ F(R).
We choose, once and for all, a 1-parameter family of embeddings
ht : D
n ×Dn →֒ V0, t ∈ (2,∞)
so that h3 is the map ψ from Construction 4.7, and ht|∂Dn×Dn(x, v) = σ(x, t·e1+v).
We then let ℓˆstdt = h
∗
t ℓˆV0 .
The θ-structure on V0 has been chosen (in Construction 4.7) so that the induced
θ-structure on the sphere
Sn ×Dn ∼= φ(Dn × (3e1 +D
n)) ∪ h3(D
n ×Dn) ⊂M ∪Q V0
is homotopic to the standard one; it follows that the same is true for the spheres
φ(Dn × (te1 +Dn)) ∪ ht(Dn ×Dn) for all t.
The previous section then gives an augmented semi-simplicial space
(4.3) Y(Q)• = Y(Q, σ|∂Dn×(1,∞)×Rn−1 , ℓˆ
std
t )• −→ F(Q),
and Theorem 4.12 shows that this augmentation map becomes a weak homotopy
equivalence after geometric realisation.
The underlying manifold of R is equal to the underlying manifold of Q, so the
embedding σ can also be considered as an embedding σ : ∂Dn × Rn →֒ R. The
θ-structures σ∗ℓˆQ and σ
∗ℓˆR are not necessarily equal, but they become equal when
restricted to ∂Dn×(1,∞)×Rn−1 (asM ◦r(M) is supported in σ(Rn×Dn)). Hence
we have defined an augmented semi-simplicial space
(4.4) Y(R)• = Y(R, σ|∂Dn×(1,∞)×Rn−1 , ℓˆ
std
t )• −→ F(R).
This also becomes a weak homotopy equivalence after geometric realisation, by
Theorem 4.12.
We wish to cover the map − ◦M ◦ r(M) : F(Q) → F(R) by a map of semi-
simplicial resolutions Y(Q)• → Y(R)•. The idea is that for any embedding c :
Dn ×Dn →֒ W of a thickened n-handle, as in Definition 4.9 but with Q replacing
P , there is an induced thickened n-handle embedded in W ◦M ◦ r(M)—provided
that the boundary of the handle is disjoint from the support of M ◦ r(M)—defined
by gluing a cylinder ([0, 1]×∂Dn)×Dn to the handle and embedding it intoM◦r(M)
in a cylindrical way. In order to define a map of semi-simplicial spaces in this way,
we need to reparametrise the source
(([0, 1]× ∂Dn)×Dn) ∪∂Dn×Dn (D
n ×Dn)
of the resulting embedding by a diffeomorphism to ∂Dn ×Dn. Of course we also
need to explain what to do with the other data (θ-structures and so on) in the
simplices of Y (W )•. Let us first explain the reparametrisation. We shall have to
do the same later, so the following definition is given in greater generality than we
need here: we will only use the case k = n in this section.
Definition 4.13. Let c : D2n−k ×Dk →֒ [0,∞) × R∞ be an embedding which is
collared in the sense that there is a δ > 0 such that
c(x, v) = c( x|x| , v) + (1− |x|) · e0 if 1− |x| < δ.
We may then define subsets
At = [0, t]× c(∂D
2n−k ×Dk)
Bt = c(D
2n−k ×Dk) + t · e0
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whose union is a smooth submanifold of [0,∞)× R∞. Define the extrusion of c of
length t ∈ [0,∞), εt(c) : D2n−k ×Dk →֒ [0,∞)× R∞, by
(x, v) 7−→
{
c((1 + t) · x, v) + t · e0 |x| ≤
1
1+t
c( x|x| , v) + (1 + t)(1− |x|) · e0 |x| ≥
1
1+t .
In particular ε0(c) = c. We have
At = εt(c)((D
2n−k \ 11+t int(D
2n−k))×Dk)
Bt = εt(c)(
1
1+tD
2n−k ×Dk),
so that At ∪Bt = εt(c)(D2n−k ×Dk).
Let ℓˆ be a θ-structure on D2n−k ×Dk. The diffeomorphism
(x, v) 7→ c(x, v) + t · e0 : D
2n−k ×Dk −→ Bt
endows Bt with a θ-structure, and we may extend this uniquely to a θ-structure on
At∪Bt which is cylindrical overAt. We define the extrusion of ℓˆ of length t ∈ [0,∞),
εt(ℓˆ), to be the θ-structure on D
2n−k×Dk obtained by pulling back the θ-structure
just constructed along the diffeomorphism εt(c) : D
2n−k ×Dk → At ∪Bt.
Composition with M ◦ r(M) gives a map Fj(Q)→ Fj(R), and we may lift it to
a semi-simplicial map (− ◦M ◦ r(M))• : Yj(Q)• → Yj(R)• by the formula
(W ; t, c, Lˆ) 7−→ (W ◦M ◦ r(M); t, ε2(c), ε2(Lˆ))
on 0-simplices, and the analogous formula on the higher simplices. This construc-
tion commutes (strictly) with the semi-simplicial maps (K|[j,j+1] ◦ −)• : Yj(Q)• →
Yj+1(Q)• and (K|[j,j+1]◦−)• : Yj(R)• → Yj+1(R)•, and so induces a semi-simplicial
map (− ◦M ◦ r(M))• : Y(Q)• → Y(R)• on the stabilisations. The diagrams
Y(Q)p
−◦M◦r(M) //

Y(R)p

F(Q)
−◦M◦r(M) // F(R)
commute for all p ≥ 0, and by Theorem 4.12 we may then view Y(Q)• → Y(P )• as
a simplicial resolution of F(Q)→ F(P ).
Proposition 4.14. For each p ≥ 0, the map
(− ◦M ◦ r(M))p : Y(Q)p −→ Y(R)p
is an abelian homology equivalence.
Proof. The idea, cf. diagram (4.6) below, is to identify this map up to homotopy
with a map gluing on a cobordism HS as studied in Section 3.
Recall from Construction 4.7 that the cobordism Vp : Q Sp contains canonical
handles
ψi : D
n ×Dn −→ Vp 0 ≤ i ≤ p,
and the θ-structure on Vp is determined (up to homotopy relative to Q) by its
restriction to these handles. We may therefore suppose that the θ-structure on Vp
is such that ψ∗i ℓˆVp = ℓˆ
std
3(i+1) = h
∗
3(i+1)ℓˆV0 for each i, because the θ-structure
h∗t ℓˆV0 ∪ (φ|Dn×(te1+Dn))
∗ℓˆM : T (S
n ×Dn) −→ θ∗γ2n
is standard for t = 3 (by definition of ℓˆV0), and hence for all t (as being standard is
homotopy invariant).
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Let Lˆi be the constant path ℓˆ
std
3(i+1). This determines an injection
(4.5)
Fj(Sp) −→ Yj(Q)p
(s,X) 7−→ (s+ 1, X ◦ Vp; 3, ψ0, Lˆ0, 6, ψ1, Lˆ1, . . . , 3(p+ 1), ψp, Lˆp).
We claim that this injection is a weak homotopy equivalence. In order to see this,
let E denote the space of triples ((s,W ), e, Lˆ) consisting of an (s,W ) ∈ Fj(Q),
an embedding e : Vp →֒ W relative to Q, and a path of θ-structures Lˆ from
e∗ℓˆW to ℓˆVp which is constant over Q ⊂ Vp. We topologise E as a subspace of
Fj(Q)× Emb(Vp, [0,∞)× R∞;Q)× Bun
θ(TVp)
I . The map
E −→ Yj(Q)p
(s,W, e) 7−→ (s,W ; 3, e ◦ ψ0, ψ
∗
0Lˆ, 6, e ◦ ψ1, ψ
∗
1Lˆ, . . . , 3(p+ 1), e ◦ ψp, ψ
∗
pLˆ)
is then a weak homotopy equivalence, because the embedding
([0, ε]×Q) ∪
(
p∐
i=0
ψi(D
n ×Dn)
)
−→ Vp
is an isotopy equivalence for sufficiently small ε. On the other hand, the map
E −→ Emb(Vp, [0,∞)× R
∞;Q)
(s,W, e) 7−→ e
is a fibration (by the parameterised isotopy extension theorem) and the base space
is contractible (by the parameterised form of Whitney’s embedding theorem). The
fibre of this map over the canonical embedding Vp ⊂ [0, 1]×R∞ is the space of those
N ∈ Fj(Q) which contain the cobordism Vp, and this is weakly homotopy equivalent
to Fj(Sp). This proves the claim that (4.5) is a weak homotopy equivalence.
The cobordisms Vp : Q  Sp and M ◦ r(M) : R  Q are composable and have
disjoint support. We may perform interchange of support on these cobordisms,
giving composable cobordisms
LM◦r(M)(Vp) : R S
′
p RVp(M ◦ r(M)) : S
′
p  Sp
and the embeddings ψi have image inside LM◦r(M)(Vp) and satisfy ψ
∗
i ℓˆLM◦r(M)(Vp) =
ℓˆstd3(i+1). Thus LM◦r(M)(Vp) has the same relationship to R as Vp does to Q, and in
particular the inclusion
Fj(S
′
p) −→ Yj(R)p
(s,X) 7−→ (s+ 1, X ◦ LM◦r(M)(Vp); 3, ψ0, Lˆ0, 6, ψ1, Lˆ1, . . . , 3(p+ 1), ψp, Lˆp).
is a weak homotopy equivalence for the same reason as (4.5) is.
Consider the diagram
(4.6)
F(Sp)
−◦RVp (M◦r(M))//
≃

F(S′p)
≃

Y(Q)p
(−◦M◦r(M))p // Y(R)p,
in which the vertical maps are weak homotopy equivalences by taking the limit
j → ∞ of the weak homotopy equivalences established above. By Lemma 4.8 the
cobordism RVp(M ◦ r(M)) is isotopic to HSp composed with an isomorphism in
D, and so by Theorem 3.1 the map − ◦ RVp(M ◦ r(M)) is an abelian homology
equivalence. Hence if the square commutes up to homotopy then we have proved
the proposition.
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The two directions around the square are given by
X 7→ (X ◦ RVp(M ◦ r(M)) ◦ LM◦r(M)(Vp); 3, ψ0, Lˆ0, 6, ψ1, Lˆ1, . . . , 3(p+ 1), ψp, Lˆp)
for the upper composition and
X 7→ (X ◦ Vp ◦M ◦ r(M); 3, ε2(ψ0), ε2(Lˆ0), . . . , 3(p+ 1), ε2(ψp), ε2(Lˆp))
for the lower composition. The path t 7→ τt in D(R,Sp) from Vp ◦M ◦ r(M) to
RVp(M ◦ r(M)) ◦ LM◦r(M)(Vp) given by interchange of support (cf. Section 4.1)
may be described as follows. For a cobordism (s,W ) : A B we write
Ŵ = ((−∞, 0]×A) ∪W ∪ ([s,∞)×B)
for its extension, then we let τt denote the θ-manifold
(t · e0 + ̂M ◦ r(M) \ supp(Vp)) ∪ ((2− 2t) · e0 + V̂p \ supp(M ◦ r(M)))
intersected with [0, 3]× R∞, which is schematically shown in Figure 2.
Figure 2. Interchanging the supports of Vp and M ◦ r(M). The
grey regions indicate where the cobordisms are not cylindrical.
The extruded embedding ε2t(ψi) has image inside τ1−t, by inspection of the
formulae for the two objects. Furthermore the bundle map ε2t(ψi)
∗ℓˆτ1−t : T (D
n ×
Dn) → θ∗γ2n agrees with the extruded bundle map ε2t(Lˆi) = ε2t(ℓˆstd3(i+1)), by
construction. Hence sending X to
(X ◦ τ1−t; 3, ε2t(ψ1), ε2t(Lˆ1), 6, ε2t(ψ2), ε2t(Lˆ2), . . . , 3(1 + p), ε2t(ψp), ε2t(Lˆp))
gives a homotopy in Y(R)p between the two compositions in (4.6), as required. 
Now, for any system L of abelian local coefficients on F(R) we have a map of
spectral sequences
E1p,q(P ) = Hq(Y(Q)p;L)

+3 Hp+q(|Y(Q)•|;L)

∼ // Hp+q(F(Q);L)

E1p,q(R) = Hq(Y(R)p;L) +3 Hp+q(|Y(R)•|;L)
∼ // Hp+q(F(R);L)
where we have continued to write L for this system of local coefficients pulled back
along any of the maps occurring in this set-up. By Proposition 4.14 the map of E1-
pages is an isomorphism, as L is an abelian system of local coefficients. Thus the
middle vertical map is also an isomorphism. The two rightmost horizontal maps are
isomorphisms because the augmentation maps (4.3) and (4.4) are weak homotopy
equivalences, and hence the rightmost vertical map is too. This shows that
− ◦M ◦ r(M) : F(Q) −→ F(R)
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induces an isomorphism on homology with abelian coefficients, so M ◦ r(M) ∈ W .
Proof of Theorem 4.1, assuming Theorem 4.12. We must show thatM ∈ W . How-
ever, the discussion above holds for any cobordism which admits a handle structure
relative to its outgoing boundary consisting of a single n-handle attached to the
basepoint component. In particular, it applies to r(M) too, so r(M) ◦ r(r(M)) ∈
W . By the argument of Lemma 2.19, all three morphisms in the composition
M ◦ r(M) ◦ r(r(M)) are in W . This establishes Theorem 4.1. 
5. Contractibility of the higher-dimensional arc complex
In this section we will give the proof of Theorem 4.12. It is convenient to work
with two more flexible approximations to the semi-simplicial space of Definition
4.9. In the first we relax the condition that the handles be embedded: we allow
them to be immersed, as long as their cores c(Dn × {0}) are still embedded.
Definition 5.1. Fix data (W,χ, ℓˆstdt ) as in Definition 4.9. Let us write Y (W )0 =
Y (W,χ, ℓˆstdt )0 for the set of triples (t, c, Lˆ) where t ∈ (2,∞), c : D
n ×Dn # W is
an immersion, and Lˆ(τ) is a path of θ-structures on Dn ×Dn, τ ∈ [0, 1] such that
(i) c|Dn×{0} is an embedding, and there is a δ > 0 such that c(x, v) = χ(
x
|x| , v +
t · e1) + (1− |x|) · e0 for 1− |x| < δ,
(ii) c(Dn×Dn) lies outside of ([0, s]×L)∪ ({s}×K|j), and c−1(P ) = ∂Dn×Dn,
(iii) the restriction ℓW |W\c(Dn×{0}) :W \ c(D
n × {0})→ B is n-connected,
(iv) Lˆ(0) = c∗ℓˆW , Lˆ(1) = ℓˆ
std
t , and Lˆ(τ)|∂Dn×Dn is independent of τ ∈ [0, 1].
We topologise Y (W )0 as in Definition 4.9, but using the C
∞ topology on the space
of immersions rather than embeddings. Let Y (W )p ⊂ (Y (W )0)p+1 be the subspace
consisting of ordered tuples ((t0, c0, Lˆ0), . . . , (tp, cp, Lˆp)) such that
(i) the sets ci(D
n × {0}) are disjoint,
(ii) t0 < t1 < · · · < tp,
(iii) ℓW restricts to an n-connected map W \ (∪ici(Dn × {0}))→ B.
We shall also write Y δ(W )p for the set Y (W )p equipped with the discrete topology.
In the most flexible approximation, we further relax the condition that the cores
be embedded, as long as they are immersed and in general position. We also forget
condition (iii), and topologise it discretely.
Definition 5.2. Fix data (W,χ, ℓˆstdt ) as in Definition 4.9. Let us write Ŷ
δ(W )0 =
Ŷ δ(W,χ, ℓˆstdt )0 for the set of triples (t, c, Lˆ) where t ∈ (2,∞), c : D
n ×Dn #W is
an immersion, and Lˆ is a path of θ-structures on Dn ×Dn, such that
(i′) the immersion c|Dn×{0} is self-transverse and has no triple points, and there is
a δ > 0 such that c(x, v) = χ( x|x| , v + t · e1) + (1− |x|) · e0 for 1− |x| < δ.
as well as (ii) and (iv) of Definition 5.1. Note that the data is not required to
satisfy (iii). Let Ŷ δ(W )p ⊂ (Ŷ δ(W )0)p+1 be the subset consisting of ordered tuples
((t0, c0, Lˆ0), . . . , (tp, cp, Lˆp)) such that
(i) the immersions ci|Dn×{0} are in general position (i.e. pairwise transverse and
without triple intersections),
(ii) t0 < t1 < · · · < tp.
As usual, this data defines a semi-simplicial set Ŷ δ(W )•.
Lemma 5.3. The map |Y (W )•| → |Y (W )•| is a weak homotopy equivalence.
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Proof. The inclusion Y (W )• ⊂ Y (W )• is a levelwise weak homotopy equivalence,
by precomposing an immersion h : Dn ×Dn # W which is an embedding of the
core, and hence of a neighbourhood of the core, with an isotopy from the identity
map of Dn × Dn to an embedding into a small neighbourhood of (∂Dn × Dn) ∪
(Dn ∪ {0}). 
By this lemma, in order to prove Theorem 4.12 it is enough to show that
hocolim
g→∞
|Y (K|[j,j+g] ◦W,χ, ℓˆ
std
t )•|
is weakly contractible. Since homotopy colimit commutes with geometric reali-
sation, we may equivalently prove weak contractibility of the realisation of the
semi-simplicial space
[p] 7−→ hocolim
g→∞
Y (K|[j,j+g] ◦W,χ, ℓˆ
std
t )p.
Since each map (K|[i,i+1] ◦ −)p forming the colimit diagram is the inclusion of a
subspace, we may replace the homotopy colimit by the actual colimit. We shall
therefore prove weak contractibility of the semi-simplicial space whose space of
p-simplices is
Y (K|[j,∞) ◦W )p = colim
g→∞
Y (K|[j,j+g] ◦W,χ, ℓˆ
std
t )p.
(The proof would work for the homotopy colimit, but it is notationally convenient
to work with the actual colimit.) We shall first prove that the underlying semisim-
plicial set Y
δ
(K|[j,∞)◦W )• has contractible realisation, and then use the techniques
of [GRW14a] to deduce weak contractibility in the topologised case.
Lemma 5.4. The realisation |Ŷ δ(W )•| is contractible.
Proof. We first show that Ŷ δ(W )0 6= ∅. Pick some t ≥ 2 and consider the commu-
tative square
∂Dn ×Dn _

χ(−,−+t·e1) // P 
 // W
ℓW

Dn ×Dn
ℓstdt //
g
44✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐
B.
As ℓW is n-connected, and the pair (D
n×Dn, ∂Dn×Dn) is homotopy equivalent to
(Dn, ∂Dn), there exists a dashed diagonal map g making the top triangle commute
and the bottom triangle commute up to homotopy. As ℓW and ℓ
std
t are covered by
bundle maps ℓˆW and ℓˆ
std
t , this provides a bundle map gˆ : T (D
n×Dn)→ TW such
that ℓˆW ◦ gˆ is homotopic to ℓˆstdt through bundle maps, via a homotopy which is
constant over ∂Dn×Dn. By Smale–Hirsch theory, the pair (g, gˆ) may be homotoped
relative to ∂Dn ×Dn to a pair of the form (c,Dc), for c an immersion and Dc its
differential. Then c∗ℓˆW = ℓˆW ◦Dc is still homotopic to ℓˆstdt , and if we choose such
a homotopy, Lˆ, then we have constructed an element (t, c, Lˆ) ∈ Ŷ δ(W )0.
To prove contractibility assuming non-emptiness, we must prove that for each
k ≥ 1, any map f : ∂Ik → |Ŷ δ(W )•| extends to a map from Ik. By the simplicial
approximation theorem, we can assume that f is simplicial with respect to some PL
triangulation of ∂Ik. For each vertex vi ∈ ∂Ik in the triangulation, there is then
given an element f(vi) = (ti, ci, Lˆi) ∈ Ŷ δ(W )0. By a suitable application of Thom’s
transversality theorem, we may let (t, c, Lˆ) ∈ Ŷ δ(W )0 be a slight perturbation of
one of the (ti, ci, Lˆi) such that t 6= tj and c(Dn × {0}) ⋔ cj(Dn × {0}) for all j.
A further perturbation will remove triple intersections between the cores. Then
f(∂Ik) is contained in the star of (t, c, Lˆ), and therefore f extends to the cone
C(∂Ik) ∼= Ik. 
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The (rather lengthy) proof of the following proposition makes essential use of
the passage to the limit g →∞.
Proposition 5.5. The natural maps Y δ(K|[j,∞) ◦W )• → Ŷ
δ(K|[j,∞) ◦W )• induce
a weak equivalence on geometric realisation.
Proof. To ease notation throughout the proof, let us write M = K|[j,∞) ◦ W .
Consider a map
f : (Ik, ∂Ik) −→ (|Ŷ δ(M)•|, |Y
δ(M)•|)
which we may assume simplicial with respect to some PL triangulation of Ik. We
shall explain how to homotope f to a map with image in |Y δ(M)•|. If the image
of some simplex σ < Ik is a p-simplex f(σ) = ((t0, c0, Lˆ0), . . . , (tp, cp, Lˆp)), then
there can be three reasons why f(σ) is not in this subcomplex: firstly, the cores
Di = ci(D
n × {0}) may not be embedded; secondly, they may not be pairwise
disjoint; thirdly, the restriction ℓ|M\∪Di : M \ ∪Di → B may not be n-connected.
All three problems will be fixed using the infinite supply of embedded copies of
W1,1 = S
n × Sn \ int(D2n) given by the θ-end, using a well-known local move. Let
us first explain it.
Suppose that h0, h1 : D
n ×Dn #M are two immersed handles, such that each
of the cores hi|Dn×{0} is self-transverse and has no triple points, and they also meet
transversely. Around a point of intersection x0 between the two cores, we may find
a coordinate chart ϕ : Dn ×Dn →֒M inside which the cores are ϕ(Dn × {0}) and
ϕ({0}×Dn) respectively. By scaling the handles in the meridian direction near the
discs h−10 ϕ(D
n×{0}) and h−11 ϕ({0}×D
n), and making a change of coordinates, we
may obtain new immersed handles h′i which agree with the old hi outside a small
neighbourhood of ϕ(Dn ×Dn), and which intersect ϕ(Dn ×Dn) in ϕ(Dn × 12D
n)
and ϕ(12D
n ×Dn) respectively. This preliminary move is illustrated in Figure 3.
Figure 3. Shrinking and straightening handles near an intersec-
tion point so that they intersect a coordinate chart cleanly.
We may then find an embedded path in M from the boundary of ϕ(Dn ×Dn)
to an embedded copy of W1,1 having standard θ-structure, ensure that it is disjoint
from the cores of all the h′i, and thicken it up to obtain an embedding ϕ
′ : (Dn ×
Dn)♮W1,1 →֒M , so that the handles intersect the image of ϕ′ in precisely ϕ′(Dn×
1
2D
n) and ϕ′(12D
n ×Dn).
Now, as illustrated in Figure 4, there are disjoint embeddings
j0 : D
n × 12D
n −→ (Dn ×Dn)♮W1,1,
j1 :
1
2D
n ×Dn −→ (Dn ×Dn)♮W1,1,
which near ∂(Dn×Dn) are given by ji(x, v) = (x, v). (These may be constructed as
follows: (Dn×Dn)♮W1,1 is diffeomorphic to Sn×Sn \ int(Dn−×D
n
−), the manifold
obtained by removing points having both coordinates in the lower hemisphere. This
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Figure 4. Extending the coordinate chart ϕ to an embedding of
(Dn ×Dn)♮W1,1, and using it to remove a point of intersection.
diffeomorphism can be taken to be the identity on that part of the boundary of
(Dn ×Dn)♮W1,1 away from where the connect-sum was formed. Inside Sn × Sn \
int(Dn− × D
n
−) the discs D
n
+ ×
1
2D
n
− and
1
2D
n
− × D
n
+ are disjoint, and satisfy the
required boundary condition.) Replacing the map h′0 on (h
′
0)
−1(ϕ(Dn ×Dn)) by
(h′0)
−1(ϕ(Dn ×Dn))
ϕ−1◦h′0−→
∼
Dn × 12D
n j0−→ (Dn ×Dn)♮W1,1
ϕ′
−→M,
and the map h′1 on (h
′
1)
−1(ϕ(Dn ×Dn)) by
(h′1)
−1(ϕ(Dn ×Dn))
ϕ−1◦h′1−→
∼
1
2D
n ×Dn
j1
−→ (Dn ×Dn)♮W1,1
ϕ′
−→M,
we obtain new handles h′′i which no longer intersect at x0, and whose cores outside
of ϕ′(Dn ×Dn♮W1,1) are unchanged.
Finally, we claim that the θ-structures (h′0)
∗ℓM and (h
′′
0)
∗ℓM on D
n×Dn, which
are already equal outside of (h′0)
−1(ϕ(Dn × Dn)), are homotopic relative to the
complement of this subset. This will make use of the embedded copy of W1,1
having standard θ-structure. If we write ℓ = (ϕ′)∗ℓM it suffices to see that the two
embeddings
Dn × 12D
n −→ (Dn ×Dn)♮W1,1,
given by the standard embedding and by j0, pull back ℓ to θ-structures which
are homotopic relative to ∂Dn × 12D
n. The two embeddings differ by forming the
ambient connected-sum (inside ϕ′(Dn ×Dn♮W1,1)) with the sphere
Sn × {0} ⊂ Sn ×Dn+ ⊂ S
n × Sn \ int(Dn− ×D
n
−) ≈W1,1.
As the θ-structure on this sphere is standard, it extends over the contractible space
Sn ×Dn+ ≈ (D
n+1 \ 12D˚
n+1)×Dn−1 ⊂ Dn+1 ×Dn−1,
and so the θ-structure obtained after forming the ambient connected-sum is homo-
topic to the original one, as required. The analogous claim holds for (h′1)
∗ℓM and
(h′′1)
∗ℓM .
Note that as the argument above took place locally near the intersection point, it
works equally well for a transverse self-intersection of a core of an immersed handle.
We now explain how to implement these moves. We first explain the argument
in the case n > 1, where the cores (having codimension at least 2) cannot separate.
In the case n = 1 the argument must be reorganised slightly, and we shall explain
that at the end.
Step 1. We first explain how the map f may be changed by a homotopy so that
for each vertex v ∈ Ik with f(v) = (t, c, Lˆ), the manifold D = c(Dn × {0}) is
embedded. If v ∈ int(Ik) with f(v) = (t, c, Lˆ) is a vertex which does not satisfy
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this condition, then the map c|Dn×{0} is an immersion with a finite number of
transverse self-intersections.
Firstly, let c′ be obtained by perturbing c a small amount ε in the normal di-
rection e1 ∈ R
n. Precisely, we have a field of vectors tangent to M defined on
χ(∂Dn × (1,∞)×Dn−1) given by the unit vector in the (1,∞) direction. We may
extend this to a compactly supported smooth vector field on M which is nowhere
tangent to c(Dn×{0}), and (choosing a Riemannian metric) obtain a 1-parameter
family ϕt of compactly-supported diffeomorphisms of M . Then c
′ is the map ob-
tained by applying ϕε to c for some small ε; if ε is small enough, the core of the
immersion c′ has as many points of self-intersection as that of c, and is transverse
to the core of c.
Secondly, let c′′ be obtained from c′ by applying the move using W1,1 described
above to remove a point of self-intersection. We make sure that the copy of W1,1,
and the path used to form the connect-sum, are disjoint from the core c′(Dn×{0})
so that no new self-intersections are created when performing this move. We may
also ensure that no non-transverse intersections with other cores are created.
To obtain a zero-simplex (t + ε, c′′, Lˆ′′), it remains to find the path Lˆ′′. The
θ-structures (c′)∗ℓˆM , (c
′′)∗ℓˆM , and ℓˆ
std
t+ε are all equal on ∂D
n × Dn. The isotopy
ϕs, s ∈ [0, ε], gives paths (c′)∗ℓˆM  c∗ℓˆM and ℓˆstdt+ε  ℓˆ
std
t which become equal
when restricted to ∂Dn × Dn. Conjugating the path Lˆ : c∗ℓˆM  ℓˆstdt by these
determines a path (c′)∗ℓˆM  ℓˆ
std
t+ε which restricts to a nullhomotopic loop over
∂Dn×Dn. We may then use homotopy extension to find a path Lˆ′ : (c′)∗ℓˆM  ℓˆstdt+ε
which is constant over ∂Dn × Dn. Finally, by our discussion of the move above,
(c′)∗ℓˆM and (c
′′)∗ℓˆM are homotopic relative to ∂D
n ×Dn, so we may find a path
Lˆ′′ : (c′′)∗ℓˆM  ℓˆ
std
t+ε which is constant over ∂D
n ×Dn.
By construction the vertices (t, c, Lˆ) and (t+ ε, c′′, Lˆ′′) span a 1-simplex, and if
f(w) = (ti, ci, Lˆi) for w a vertex adjacent to v, then (t + ε, c
′′, Lˆ′′) and (ti, ci, Lˆi)
are adjacent too (when ε is small enough, the relative order of t + ε and ti is the
same as that of t and ti, and if c and ci are in general position so are c
′′ and ci).
Hence we may define a simplicial map
F : [0, 1]× Ik −→ |Ŷ δ(M)•|
by F (0, v) = f(v) = (t, c, Lˆ), F (1, v) = (t + ε, c′′, Lˆ′′), and F (−, w) = f(w) for
w 6= v. This is a homotopy which is constant on ∂Ik, and F (1,−) sends v to an im-
mersion whose core has one fewer self-intersection. After finitely many applications
of this technique, we may change f by a homotopy so that each disc is embedded.
Step 2. We now explain how to modify f so that it sends adjacent vertices in
Ik to embeddings with disjoint cores. For each pair of adjacent vertices (v, u) in
Ik mapping to a 1-simplex ((t0, c0, Lˆ0), (t1, c1, Lˆ1)) for which D0 = c0(D
n × {0})
intersects D1 = c1(D
n × {0}), we create embeddings c′′0 and c
′′
1 by the process
described in Step 1: we perturb each ci a little in the e1-direction, and then use the
move to eliminate a point of intersection (using a path from the intersection point
to a W1,1 which is disjoint from the Di and from any adjacent cores). We obtain
(t0+ ε, c
′′
0 , Lˆ
′′
0) disjoint from (t0, c0, Lˆ0) and (t1+ ε, c
′′
1 , Lˆ
′′
1) disjoint from (t1, c1, Lˆ1),
with c′′0 and c
′′
1 having one fewer point of intersection than c0 and c1 did. Hence we
may define a simplical map
F : [0, 1]× Ik −→ |Ŷ δ(M)•|
by F (0, u) = f(u) = (t0, c0, Lˆ0), F (1, u) = (t0 + ε, c
′′
0 , Lˆ
′′
0), similarly for v, and
F (−, w) = f(w) for w 6= u or v. Since c′′i is disjoint from ci this gives a homotopy
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of pairs (Ik, ∂Ik) −→ (|Ŷ δ(M)•|, |Y δ(M)•|) after which the total number of inter-
section points has been reduced by one. After finitely many applications of this
technique, we obtain a map f sending adjacent vertices in Ik to embeddings with
disjoint cores.
Step 3. Finally, we fix simplices σ < Ik with f(σ) = ((t0, c0, Lˆ0), . . . , (tp, cp, Lˆp))
for which the restriction ℓM\∪Di : M \ ∪Di → B is not n-connected. The discs
Di that we have cut out have codimension n, so the inclusion M \ ∪Di →֒ M is
(n− 1)-connected. Thus ℓM\∪Di can fail to be n-connected either because it is not
surjective on πn or because it is not injective on πn−1. Thus we set
Kσ = Ker(πn−1(M \ ∪Di)→ πn−1(B))
Iσ = Im(πn(M \ ∪Di)→ πn(B))
(5.1)
and aim to kill the groups Kσ and πn(B)/Iσ . As the map ℓM : M → B is n-
connected, it follows from the long exact sequence of a triple that the map
πn(M,M \ ∪Di) −→ πn(B,M \ ∪Di)
is surjective. If n > 2, so M , M \ ∪Di, and B have a common fundamental group,
π, then by the Hurewicz theorem πn(M,M \ ∪Di) is generated as a Z[π]-module
by the (p + 1) meridian spheres of the handles which have been cut out, so it
follows that πn(B,M \ ∪Di) is a finitely generated Z[π]-module, and hence that
Kσ is also a finitely generated Z[π]-module; in fact, it is generated by the meridian
spheres of the handles that have been removed. If n = 2 then the Seifert–van
Kampen theorem shows that analogous claim is true: Kσ is normally generated by
the meridian circles of the handles that have been removed. Furthermore, if Kσ is
trivial, then (if n = 2 the map π1(M \ ∪Di)→ π1(M) = π is an isomorphism and)
there is an exact sequence
πn(M \ ∪Di) −→ πn(B) −→ πn(B,M \ ∪Di) −→ 0
with rightmost term a finitely generated Z[π]-module. Thus πn(B) is generated
as a Z[π]-module by Iσ ⊂ πn(B) along with finitely many elements (this makes
sense, and holds, for n ≥ 2). We will explain how to kill these finitely many extra
elements.
Let us describe a general construction, and some of its properties. Let {v} < Ik
be an interior vertex with f(v) = (t, c, Lˆ). Suppose that we modify c by choos-
ing a standard W1,1, and a path from a point in D = c(D
n × {0}) to the W1,1,
both disjoint from all the cores of all vertices in Lk(t, c, Lˆ) (which is possible as
n ≥ 2), and then form a new embedding c′ by perturbing c a small amount ε
in the e1-direction, and then forming the connect-sum of its core with the core
of e¯(Sn × Dn) ⊂ W1,1 along the path. The θ-structure (c′)∗ℓˆM is homotopic to
c∗ℓˆM extending the standard homotopy on the boundary, because the θ-structure
on e¯(Sn ×Dn) ⊂ W1,1 is standard, and hence by the same argument as in Step 1
there is a path Lˆ′ : (c′)∗ℓˆM  ℓˆ
std
t+ε. The following claim describes how to use this
construction to modify f : Ik → |Yˆ δ(M)•|, and the effect of the modification on
the groups Iσ and Kσ defined in (5.1) above.
Claim 5.6. In the situation described above, let f ′ : Ik → |Yˆ δ(M)•| be the
simplicial map obtained from f by changing its value at the single interior vertex
v ∈ Ik: f ′(w) = f(w) for vertices w 6= v, but f ′(v) = (t+ ε, c′, Lˆ′). Then the maps
f and f ′ are homotopic relative to ∂Ik, and furthermore
(i) For any simplex σ = (v, w1, . . . , wp), if σ
′ = (v′, w1, . . . , wp) then there is a
surjection Kσ → Kσ′ , sending the class of the meridian of the core of wi to
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the class of the meridian of the core of wi, and whose kernel contains the class
of the meridian of the core of v.
(ii) For any simplex σ = (v, w1, . . . , wp), if σ
′ = (v′, w1, . . . , wp), then Iσ ⊂ Iσ′ .
Proof. The statement about the relative homotopy is immediate, using a homotopy
defined as in the previous steps.
For (i), consider the region X formed by the union of c(Dn ×Dn), the standard
W1,1, and a thickening of the chosen path between them, inside which the (per-
turbed) core D = c(Dn×{0}) is connect-summed with e¯(Sn×{0}) ⊂W1,1 to form
the modified core D′ = c′(Dn × {0}). If σ = (v, w1, . . . , wp) is a simplex then all
the cores Di = wi(D
n × {0}) are disjoint from X . Thus there are maps
Kσ′
l
←− Ker(πn−1(M \ (X ∪i Di))→ πn−1(B))
r
−→ Kσ,
which are both surjective by transversality, as X and the Di have n-dimensional
cores. We claim that r is also injective. If g : Sn−1 → M \ (X ∪i Di) becomes
trivial in Kσ, then there is a nullhomotopy g¯ : D
n →M \ (D∪iDi). After possibly
perturbing it, if this nullhomotopy intersects the core of X then it must do so by
intersecting W1,1 ⊂ X . But ∂W1,1 ∼= S2n−1 is n-connected, so g¯ can be rechosen
to miss W1,1, and hence to lie in M \ (X ∪iDi). Thus r is an isomorphism. On the
other hand, under l ◦ r−1 the meridian of D in Kσ maps to the meridian of D′ in
Kσ′ , which is nullhomotopic as the meridian of e¯(S
n × {0}) ⊂W1,1 is.
For (ii), let ψ : Sn → M \ (D ∪i Di). After perturbing it, if this map intersects
the core of X then it must do so by intersecting W1,1 ⊂ X . But if ψ′ is obtained as
above by rechoosing the part of the image of ψ in W1,1, the homotopy class of ψ
′
in M is obtained from that of ψ by the addition of a class in the Z[π]-submodule
generated by e¯, f¯ ∈ πn(W1,1). As the θ-structure on W1,1 is standard, ℓM ◦ e¯ and
ℓM ◦ f¯ are nullhomotopic, and so [ℓM ◦ ψ] = [ℓM ◦ ψ′] ∈ πn(B). Thus Iσ′ ⊃ Iσ. 
Let us now explain how to use the Claim above to inductively fix simplices
σ < Ik with f(σ) = ((t0, c0, Lˆ0), . . . , (tp, cp, Lˆp)) for which the restriction ℓM\∪Di :
M \ ∪Di → B is not n-connected. Firstly, apply the construction described above
once for each interior vertex v ∈ Ik. This changes the map f by a homotopy, and
for every simplex σ we now have that Kσ is generated by the meridians of the cores
of its vertices, but also by Claim 5.6 (i) that the classes of all these meridians are
trivial. Thus Kσ = 0 for every simplex σ < I
k.
It remains to explain how to achieve Iσ = πn(B) for all simplices σ < I
k. By the
discussion before Claim 5.6, when Kσ = 0 it follows that the fundamental group
of M \ ∪Di is also π and that πn(B) is generated as a Z[π]-module by Iσ along
with finitely-many additional elements. We may thus choose finitely-many maps
{gα : Sn →M}α∈J such that [ℓM ◦ gα] ∈ πn(B) are the additional generators, and
we may suppose that the gα are transverse to the discs Di. Using the same move
to eliminate intersection points as in all the previous steps, with embedded paths
and copies of W1,1 chosen disjoint from all the ci, the gα, and any cores in the link
of any vertex of σ, we iteratedly remove points of intersection between the ci and
the gα until they are disjoint. As in Steps 1 and 2, this changes the map f by a
simplicial homotopy. The effect of this move on each ci is to connect-sum its core
with the core of e¯(Sn×Dn) ⊂W1,1, and so is described by Claim 5.6. In particular,
we must still have Kτ = 0 for every simplex τ < I
k by Claim 5.6 (i), and must
have Iσ ⊂ Iσ′ by Claim 5.6 (ii). But in addition, the map obtained from gα is now
disjoint from the cores of the vertices of σ, so gives a class [g′α] ∈ πn(M \ ∪iD
′
i).
Furthermore, although [gα] 6= [g′α] ∈ πn(M), we have [ℓM ◦ gα] = [ℓM ◦ g
′
α], because
the spheres with which we took the connected sum of gα were inside copies of W1,1
with standard θ-structure, and so had nullhomotopic maps to B. Thus the classes
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[ℓM ◦gα] ∈ πn(B) also lie in Iσ′ , but this means that Iσ′ = πn(B). We have therefore
arranged that ℓM\∪Di : M \ ∪Di → B is n-connected. By a further application of
Claim 5.6 (i) and (ii), this cannot be undone as we go on to fix other simplices.
The case n = 1. In this case we use the above techniques, but with some reorgan-
isation. We sketch the necessary changes.
We first show that Y δ(M)0 is non-empty. To do this, choose a vertex in the non-
empty set Ŷ δ(M)0, represented by a tuple (t, c, Lˆ) with c|D1×{0} a self-transverse
immersed arc having no triple points. This immersed arc may separate M , but
its complement will always have a (unique) non-compact path component, which
we shall call the “non-compact region”. Step 1 can now be performed as follows:
choose a self-intersection point which is in the closure of the non-compact region,
and choose a path in the non-compact region to a copy of W1,1, then use the
move described above to remove this intersection point. Continuing in this way,
we may remove all self-intersection points, and hence suppose that c|D1×{0} is an
embedding. We then perform the move in Step 3, forming the connect-sum of
D = c(D1×{0}) with a copy of S1×{x} ⊂ (S1×S1)\ int(D2) = W1,1 along a path
in the non-compact region: this ensures that the arc D is non-separating (which in
this dimension is the analogue of Kσ being trivial). We then proceed as in Step 3,
to ensure that ℓM |M\D : M \ D → B is 1-connected (as D is non-separating, we
may choose all the necessary paths to be disjoint from it). We have produced the
data of a vertex of Y δ(M).
We now show that |Y δ(M)•| is contractible. Let f : Sk−1 → |Y δ(M)•| be
a map, which we may assume is simplicial with respect to some PL triangulation
|K| ≈ Sk−1, and let (t0, c0, Lˆ0) ∈ Y δ(M)0 be a vertex (for example, one constructed
as above). As K has finitely many vertices, we may perturb the data (t0, c0, Lˆ0)
so that its core D = c0(D
1 × {0}) is transverse to the core Dv = cv(D1 × {0}) of
f(v) = (tv, cv, Lˆv) for every v ∈ K. Furthermore, by stretching we may ensure that
D is not disjoint from the non-compact region ofM \∪v∈KDv. Now we may proceed
as in Step 2, using paths in the non-compact region of (M \∪v∈KDv)\D to remove
intersections between D and the Dv. This can be done so that it changes f by a
homotopy, by ensuring that when forming a parallel copy of Dv it remains disjoint
from any Dv′ that it was already disjoint from. This move also changes (t0, c0, Lˆ0)
and hence D, but does not change the fact that it intersects the boundary of the
non-compact region of (M \∪v∈KDv)\D. After finitely-many applications we may
therefore suppose that all Dv are disjoint from D.
Finally, we choose aW1,1 and a path fromD to it in the non-compact region, and
change c0 by forming the connect-sum of its core with that of e¯(S
1 ×D1) ⊂ W1,1.
For any simplex σ < Sk−1 the map M \ ∪v∈σDv → B is 1-connected. The arc D
is non-separating in M \ ∪v∈σDv, as e¯(S1 × {0}) is non-separating in W1,1, and
furthermore D has a dual circle C inW1,1. It follows that (M \∪v∈KDv)\D is path
connected, and that π1(M \ ∪v∈KDv) is generated by π1((M \ ∪v∈KDv) \D) and
the conjugacy class of C. But C is nullhomotopic in B, as the W1,1 had standard
θ-structure, and so the map (M \ ∪v∈KDv) \ D → B is 1-connected and hence
f(σ) spans a simplex with (t0, c0, Lˆ0). This means that f has image in the star of
(t0, c0, Lˆ0), so is nullhomotopic. 
Lemma 5.7. The space |Y (K|[j,∞) ◦W )•| is weakly contractible.
Proof. We have proved that |Y δ(K|[j,∞) ◦ W )•| is contractible, so it remains to
show that the map
|Y δ(K|[j,∞) ◦W )•| −→ |Y (K|[j,∞) ◦W )•|
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induced by the identity is a weak homotopy equivalence. To this end, we proceed as
in the proof of [GRW14a, Theorem 5.6]. In more detail, we first observe that for any
σ = ((t0, c0, Lˆ0), . . . , (tp, cp, Lˆp)) ∈ Y (K|[j,∞)◦W )p, there is a subcomplex F (σ)• ⊂
Y δ(K|[j,∞) ◦ W )• whose q-simplices are those σ
′ = ((t′0, c
′
0, Lˆ
′
0), . . . , (t
′
q, c
′
q, Lˆ
′
q))
satisfying
(5.2)
((t0, c0, Lˆ0), . . . , (tp, cp, Lˆp), (t
′
0, c
′
0, Lˆ
′
0), . . . , (t
′
q, c
′
q, Lˆ
′
q)) ∈ Y
δ(K|[j,∞) ◦W )p+q+1.
The same argument that we used to prove contractibility of |Y δ(K|[j,∞) ◦ W )•|
applies to F (σ)• and proves it has contractible realisation. (That space is a
slight enlargement of Y δ((K|[j,∞) ◦W ) \ ∪ici(D
n × {0}))•, and the restriction of
ℓK|[j,∞)◦W |K|[j,∞)◦W\∪ici(Dn×{0}) is still n-connected.) Then define the subspace
Dp,q ⊂ Y (K|[j,∞) ◦ W )p × Y
δ(K|[j,∞) ◦ W )q consisting of those (σ, σ
′) satisfy-
ing (5.2). The obvious forgetful maps make D•,• into a bi-semi-simplicial space,
augmented in both directions. The augmentation Dp,q → Y (K|[j,∞) ◦W )p then
induces a map |Dp,•| → Y (K|[j,∞) ◦W )p with fibre |F (σ)•| over σ, which is con-
tractible. The argument of [GRW14a, Theorem 5.6] shows that this augmentation
map is a weak equivalence (and in fact a Serre fibration). By the argument of
[GRW14a, Lemma 5.8], the resulting weak equivalence |D•,•| → |Y (K|[j,∞) ◦W )•|
factors up to homotopy through the contractible space |Y δ(K|[j,∞) ◦W )•|, proving
that all three spaces are weakly contractible. 
6. Proof of Theorem 2.15: stability for handles of index k, n < k < 2n
In this section we shall prove the following instance of Theorem 2.15.
Theorem 6.1. If M : P  Q is a morphism in D whose underlying smooth
cobordism admits a handle structure relative to Q consisting of a single k-handle,
with n ≤ k < 2n, attached to the basepoint component of Q, then M ∈ W.
The proof shall be by induction on k, where the case k = n has already been
established by Theorem 4.1. Thus we suppose that k > n and that Theorem 6.1
holds for elementary cobordisms of index k − 1. As in the case k = n the detailed
proof is again cumbersome, but the strategy of the induction step can be explained
informally as follows. Suppose first that there exists an elementary cobordism V
of index k − 1 such that the composition V ◦ M = V ∪Q M is defined and is
diffeomorphic to a trivial cobordism. Then the composition V ◦M is in W and
by induction V is in W so by the 2-out-of-3 property we deduce that M is in W .
This proves the theorem for elementary bordisms M admitting a “left inverse”
elementary cobordism V in this sense. We shall then use a simplicial resolution to
reduce the general case to the case where M admits a left inverse.
6.1. Constructing auxiliary cobordisms. Recall that to the data of an object
Q ∈ D, an embedding σ : Rk×R2n−k → [0,∞)×R∞−1 with σ−1(Q) = ∂Dk×R2n−k,
and an extension of a bundle map (σ|∂Dk×D2n−k)
∗ℓˆQ : T (D
k×D2n−k)|∂Dk×D2n−k →
θ∗γ to T (Dk × D2n−k) we have associated an object Pσ and a morphism Mσ :
Pσ  Q in D. This was explained in detail in Construction 4.4, but we remind
the reader that Pσ was obtained by surgery along σ|∂Dk×R2n−k and Mσ is the
associated trace of the surgery. By Lemma 4.5 it suffices to prove Theorem 6.1 for
elementary bordisms M = Mσ of this special type. In particular, M has support
in σ(Dk ×D2n−k).
Let us consider Dk as a subspace of Dk−1 ×D1, writing coordinates as (y, z) =
(y1, y2, . . . , yk−1, z), and write ι : D
k−1 → ∂Dk for the diffeomorphism onto the
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lower hemisphere which is inverse to the stereographic projection (y1, . . . , yk) 7→
1
1−y1
(y2, . . . , yk). For each t ∈ (2,∞) we have an embedding
µt : D
2n−k ×Dk −→ [0, 2]× ∂Dk × R2n−k
(x; y, z) 7−→ (32 (1− |x|
2)(1 + 13z), ι(y), t(1 +
1
3z)x).
Composing µt with [0, 2]×σ gives an embedding into [0, 2]×Q, and this embedding
when t = 3 + 3i, i ∈ N, will be important for us. We write
ℓˆtrivi = (([0, 2]× σ) ◦ µ3+3i)
∗ℓˆQ
for the θ-structure which ℓˆQ induces on D
2n−k ×Dk via these embeddings, and
∂ψi : ∂D
2n−k ×Dk −→ Q
for the restriction of ([0, 2]× σ) ◦ µ3+3i to ∂D2n−k ×Dk.
The following is analogous to Construction 4.7, except that we now do surgery
on the spheres (∂ψi)(∂D
2n−k ×{0}), which are meridian to σ(∂Dk ×{0}), instead
of the spheres σ(∂Dn × {3(i+ 1)}) which were parallel to σ(∂Dn × {0}).
Construction 6.2. For each p ≥ 0 we will construct a pair of composable cobor-
disms (1, Up) : Q  Rp and (1, Vp) : Rp  Q such that Up has support outside of
supp(M), and Vp ◦ Up is an isomorphism.
Let (1, Up) : Q  Rp be the cobordism obtained as the simultaneous (forward)
trace of the surgeries along the disjoint embeddings
∂ψi : ∂D
2n−k ×Dk −→ Q i = 0, 1, . . . , p,
with θ-structure constructed using the extensions ℓˆtrivi of (∂ψi)
∗ℓˆQ. This is analo-
gous to the cobordism Vp : Q  Sp in Construction 4.7, except that we are now
doing surgery on several spheres meridian to the core of σ instead of several spheres
parallel to the core of σ. It is possible to arrange that the support of Up is disjoint
from that of M , and we do so. We write ψi : D
2n−k ×Dk → Up for the embedding
of the ith handle.
By construction, there is an embedding i : Up →֒ [0, 2]×Q relative to {0}×Q, and
a homotopy of θ-structures i∗ℓˆQ ≃ ℓˆUp relative to Q. Using the isotopy extension
theorem, and the homotopy extension property for bundle maps, this gives a θ-
cobordism (1, Vp) : Rp  Q and a path from Vp ◦ Up to [0, 2]×Q in D(Q,Q).
The composable cobordisms M : P  Q and Up : Q Rp have disjoint support
by construction, so may be subjected to interchange of support, giving composable
cobordisms LM (Up) : P  P ′p and RUp(M) : P
′
p  Rp.
Lemma 6.3. The cobordism Vp ◦RUp(M) : P
′
p  Q has a handle structure relative
to Q having handles of index (k − 1) only.
Proof. The cobordism Vp consists of (p+ 1) handles of index (k− 1) relative to Q,
and RUp(M) consists of a single handle of index k relative to Rp. We claim that
the handle of RUp(M) may be cancelled against one of the handles of Vp, leaving
a cobordism with p handles of index (k − 1). We shall explain the case p = 0; the
argument is the same in general, working only with the innermost handle.
As an abstract manifold R0 is the result of doing surgery on Q along
∂ψ0 : ∂D
2n−k ×Dk −→ Q.
The image of ∂ψ0 is disjoint from the set σ(∂D
k × D2n−k) ⊂ Q onto which the
handle of M is attached, so we may consider σ|∂Dk×D2n−k as the attaching map for
the unique handle of RUp(M) as well. In Q, ∂ψ0 is the embedding of a (thickened)
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meridian sphere of σ(∂Dk ×{0}). The cobordism V0 is the trace of a surgery along
a (2n− k)-sphere, which in terms of the surgered manifold
R0 ≈ (Q \ ∂ψ0(∂D
2n−k × intDk)) ∪∂D2n−k×∂Dk (D
2n−k × ∂Dk)
can be described as the union of the disc D2n−k × {∗} with the meridian disc
σ({∗} × 2D2n−k) for some ∗ ∈ ∂Dk. In particular, it intersects σ(∂Dk × {0})
transversely in a single point, which shows that the handle of RUp(M) cancels the
handle of V0, as required. 
6.2. A semi-simplicial resolution. In this section we shall construct augmented
semi-simplicial spaces Zj(P )• → Fj(P ), for any P ∈ D equipped with some aux-
iliary data. These semi-simplicial spaces will play roles to those in Section 4.3,
although their definition is different.
Definition 6.4. Fix a P ∈ D, aW = (s,W ) ∈ Fj(P ) for some j ≥ 0, an embedding
χ : ∂Dk × (R2n−k \ D2n−k) →֒ P and a θ-structure ℓˆstd on [0, 2] × ∂Dk × R2n−k
which restricts to χ∗ℓˆP on {0} × ∂Dk × (R2n−k \D2n−k).
Let Z(W )0 = Z(W,χ, ℓˆ
std)0 be the set of tuples (t, c, Lˆ) consisting of a t ∈
(2,∞), an embedding c : D2n−k × Dk →֒ W , and a path of θ-structures Lˆ ∈
Bunθ(T (D2n−k ×Dk))I such that
(i) there is a δ > 0 such that c(x, v) = χ ◦µt(
x
|x| , v) + (1− |x|) · e0 for 1− |x| < δ,
where we have used that µt(∂D
2n−k ×Dk) ⊂ {0} × ∂Dk × (R2n−k \D2n−k)
to form χ ◦ µt,
(ii) the image of c is disjoint from [0, s]× L, and c−1(P ) = ∂D2n−k ×Dk,
(iii) Lˆ is a path from c∗ℓˆW to µ
∗
t ℓˆ
std which is constant over ∂D2n−k ×Dk.
We topologise Z(W )0 as a subspace of
R× Emb(D2n−k ×Dk, [0,∞)× R∞)× Bunθ(T (D2n−k ×Dk))I .
Let Z(W )p = Z(W,χ, ℓˆ
std)p ⊂ (Z(W,χ, ℓˆstd)0)p+1 be the subset consisting of tuples
(t0, c0, Lˆ0, t1, c1, Lˆ1, . . . , tp, cp, Lˆp) such that
(i) each (ti, ci, Lˆi) lies in Z(W )0,
(ii) the ci are disjoint,
(iii) t0 < t1 < · · · < tp.
We topologise Z(W )p as a subspace of (Z(W,χ, ℓˆ
std)0)
p+1. The collection Z(W )•
has the structure of a semi-simplicial space, where the ith face map is given by
forgetting (ti, ci, Lˆi).
We now combine all of the Z(W )• into a single augmented semi-simplicial space.
Definition 6.5. Fix a P ∈ D, a j ≥ 0, an embedding χ : ∂Dk×(R2n−k\D2n−k) →֒
P and a θ-structure ℓˆstd on [0, 2]× ∂Dk × R2n−k which restricts to χ∗ℓˆP on {0} ×
∂Dk × (R2n−k \D2n−k).
Let Zj(P )p = Zj(P, χ, ℓˆstd)p be the set of tuples (s,W ;x) with (s,W ) ∈ Fj(P )
and x ∈ Z(W,χ, ℓˆstd)p. Topologise this set as a subspace of
Fj(P )× (R× Emb(D
2n−k ×Dk, [0,∞)× R∞)× Bunθ(T (D2n−k ×Dk))I)p+1.
The collection Zj(P )• has the structure of a semi-simplicial space augmented over
Fj(P ), where the ith face maps forgets (ti, ci, Lˆi), and the augmentation map just
remembers the underlying θ-manifold (s,W ).
The main result concerning these semi-simplicial spaces is the following, which
is analogous to Theorem 4.12.
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Theorem 6.6. If k > n, then for any data (χ, ℓˆstd) as in Definition 6.5 the aug-
mentation map |Zj(P )•| → Fj(P ) is a weak homotopy equivalence for all j.
The proof of this theorem is rather easier than the corresponding Theorem 4.12,
which is suggested by the fact that while that theorem only holds in the limit
j →∞, this theorem holds for finite j. The reason is that Theorem 4.12 concerns
n-dimensional submanifolds of a 2n-manifold, which were made disjoint using the
infinite supply of W1,1’s available in the limit, whereas Theorem 6.6 concerns (2n−
k)-dimensional submanifolds of a 2n-manifold, which can be made disjoint merely
by general position since 2n− k < n.
Proof of Theorem 6.6. Just as in Lemma 4.11, the map |Zj(P )•| → Fj(P ) is a
quasifibration with fibre |Z(W )•| over (s,W ) ∈ Fj(P ). Hence it will be enough to
show that |Z(W )•| is weakly contractible for each W .
Let Z(W )• be defined analogously to Z(W )• with the exception that for a tuple
(t0, c0, Lˆ0, t1, c1, Lˆ1, . . . , tp, cp, Lˆp) to span a p-simplex we require only the weaker
condition
(ii′) the embeddings ci|D2n−k×{0} are disjoint.
The inclusion Z(W )• → Z(W )• is a levelwise weak homotopy equivalence by the
argument of Lemma 5.3, so it is enough to show that |Z(W )•| is weakly contractible
for each W . It is easy to verify that Z(W )• is a topological flag complex in the
sense of [GRW14b, Definition 6.1], and we claim that it satisfies the conditions of
[GRW14b, Theorem 6.2]. (We recall these conditions below.) This immediately
implies the result.
Condition (i), which says that the augmentation map has local sections, is vac-
uous because Z(W )• is augmented only over a point.
Next we establish condition (ii): that the augmentation map is surjective, or in
other words that Z(W )0 is not empty. Let t ∈ (2,∞) and consider the commutative
diagram of bundle maps
T (D2n−k ×Dk)|∂D2n−k×Dk

Dχ◦µt // TW |P // TW
ℓˆW

T (D2n−k ×Dk)
cˆ
33❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢ µ∗t ℓˆstd // θ∗γ.
As ℓW :W → B is n-connected, and (D2n−k, ∂D2n−k)×Dk only has relative cells
of dimension strictly less than n, there is a dashed bundle map cˆ making the top
triangle commute, and the bottom triangle commute up to a homotopy of bundle
maps which is constant over ∂D2n−k ×Dk. By Smale–Hirsch theory, we may find
an immersion c : D2n−k×Dk #W extending χ◦µt|∂D2n−k×Dk : ∂D
2n−k×Dk → P
and with differential homotopic to cˆ relative to ∂D2n−k ×Dk. By general position
of the core D2n−k × {0} and shrinking, this may be supposed to be an embedding,
which then satisfies c∗ℓˆW = ℓˆW ◦Dc ≃ ℓˆW ◦ cˆ ≃ µ∗t ℓˆ
std.
Finally we establish condition (iii): that any finite collection of vertices of Z(W )•
each span a 1-simplex with some other common vertex. Let {(ti, ci, Lˆi)}j∈J be a
finite collection of 0-simplices, and choose (as in part (ii)) another (t, c, Lˆ) having
t≪ ti. The embedding c|D2n−k×{0} may be perturbed relative to the boundary to
make it disjoint from every ci|D2n−k×{0}, as these cores are (2n − k)-dimensional
and (2n − k) + (2n − k) < 2n as we have supposed that k > n. After changing c
in this way (using isotopy extension), the 0-simplex (t, c, Lˆ) spans 1-simplex with
each (ti, ci, Lˆi), as required. 
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6.3. Resolving composition with M . We now come to the proof of Theorem
6.1 proper. We have a morphism (1,M) : P  Q ∈ D which we have supposed
is of the form Mσ for some σ : R
k × R2n−k →֒ [0,∞)× R∞−1 and some extension
of (σ|∂Dk×D2n−k)
∗ℓˆQ to T (D
k × D2n−k). Gluing on M defines a map − ◦ M :
F(Q) → F(P ). The restricted embedding σ|∂Dk×(R2n−k\D2n−k) has image outside
of the support of M , so may be considered as an embedding into either Q or P .
Let ℓˆstd be the θ-structure on [0, 2]× ∂Dk × R2n−k given by
T ([0, 2]× ∂Dk × R2n−k) = ε1 ⊕ T (∂Dk × R2n−k)
ε1⊕Dσ
−−−−→ ε1 ⊕ TQ
ℓˆQ
−→ θ∗γ2n.
Taking the limit j →∞ in Definition 6.5 gives augmented semi-simplicial spaces
Z(Q)• = Z(Q, σ|∂Dk×(R2n−k\D2n−k), ℓˆ
std)• −→ F(Q)
Z(P )• = Z(P, σ|∂Dk×(R2n−k\D2n−k), ℓˆ
std)• −→ F(P ),
both of which become homotopy equivalences after geometric realisation. We wish
to cover−◦M : F(Q)→ F(P ) by a semi-simplicial map (−◦M)• : Z(Q)• → Z(P )•,
and can do this using the extrusion construction of Definition 4.13, via the formula
(W ; t, c, Lˆ) 7−→ (W ◦M ; t, ε1(c), ε1(Lˆ))
on 0-simplices, and the analogous formula on higher simplices. This commutes with
face maps, and defines a semi-simplicial map (− ◦M)• : Z(Q)• → Z(P )•.
Proposition 6.7. For each p ≥ 0 the map (− ◦ M)p : Z(Q)p → Z(P )p is an
abelian homology equivalence.
Proof. The cobordism Up : Q Rp provided by Construction 6.2 has embeddings
ψi : D
2n−k × Dk → Up for i = 0, 1, . . . , p extending ∂ψi, and ψ∗i ℓˆUp is equal to
ℓˆtrivi = µ
∗
3+3iℓˆ
std. Hence, letting Lˆi = ℓˆ
triv
i be the constant homotopy, we have a
map
F(Rp) −→ Z(Q)p
X 7−→ (X ◦ Up; 3, ψ0, Lˆ0, 6, ψ1, Lˆ1, . . . , 3 + 3p, ψp, Lˆp).
This map is a weak homotopy equivalence, as may be proved in the same way as
the corresponding step of Proposition 4.14.
If LM (Up) : P  P ′p and RUp(M) : P
′
p  Rp are the cobordisms produced by
the interchange of support, then LM (Up) also contains the handles ψi carrying the
tangential structures ℓˆtrivi . Thus we may form the analogous map F(P
′
p)→ Z(P )p,
which is a weak homotopy equivalence by the same argument. Now consider the
diagram
(6.1)
F(Q)
−◦Vp //
−◦Vp◦RUp (M) ''
F(Rp)
−◦RUp (M)

≃ // Z(Q)p
(−◦M)p

F(P ′p)
≃ // Z(P )p.
The left triangle commutes by definition of the diagonal map. The cobordism
Vp is obtained from Q by attaching (k − 1)-handles, so lies in W by inductive
hypothesis. By Lemma 6.3 the cobordism Vp ◦ RUp(M) is obtained from Q by
attaching (k − 1)-handles, so also lies in W by inductive hypothesis. Hence by
Lemma 2.19 the cobordism RUp(M) also lies in W , so induces an isomorphism on
homology with all abelian coefficient systems.
Hence if the bottom square commutes up to homotopy then we have proved this
proposition. But this follows by the argument for the analogous step of Proposition
4.14. 
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This proposition shows that the semi-simplicial map (−◦M)• : Z(Q)• → Z(P )•
is a levelwise abelian homology equivalence, and as the augmentation maps for these
semi-simplicial spaces both become weak homotopy equivalences after geometric
realisation, the spectral sequence argument from the end of Section 4 shows that
− ◦M : F(Q) → F(P ) is an abelian homology equivalence too. Thus M ∈ W ,
which finishes the proof of Theorem 6.1.
By the discussion in Section 2.5, this finishes the proof of Theorem 2.15.
7. Stable homology and group-completion
In this section we shall explain how Theorem 1.3 may be combined with the
“surgery on morphisms” part of [GRW14b] to re-prove and strengthen the main
result of that paper.
For a pair of objects A,B ∈ Cθ, there is a map Cθ(A,B) → Ω[A,B]BCθ to the
space of paths in BCθ from the point represented by A to that represented by B.
We shall consider the subspaces N θn(P ) ⊂ Cθ(∅, P ) of Definition 2.18, and we shall
establish a theorem which describes the effect of the map
N θn(P ) →֒ Cθ(∅, P ) −→ Ω[∅,P ]BCθ
on homology, after suitable stabilisation. Our proof shall make use of the group-
completion theorem applied to the category D = Cn−1θ,∂L and the weak equivalence
BD ≃ BCθ from Theorem 2.8.
Definition 7.1. Analogously to Definition 2.13, we say that a composable sequence
of cobordisms
K|0
K|[0,1]
 K|1
K|[1,2]
 K|2
K|[2,3]
 K|3  · · ·
in Cθ is a θ-end in Cθ if each K|[i,i+1] satisfies
(i) it is (n− 1)-connected relative to both K|i and K|i+1, and
(ii) it contains an embedded copy of W1,1 with standard θ-structure.
We shall often refer to such a θ-end in Cθ by the non-compact θ-manifold K ⊂
[0,∞)× (−1, 1)∞ obtained by composing all of these cobordisms.
Remark 7.2. This definition of θ-end generalises the notion of a universal θ-end in
[GRW14b, Definition 1.7]; in terms of the characterisation in [GRW14b, Addendum
1.9], it omits conditions (i) and (ii).
If K is a θ-end in Cθ then there are induced maps
K|[i,i+1] ◦ − : N
θ
n(K|i) −→ N
θ
n(K|i+1),
as W ∪K|i K|[i,j] has n-connected structure map to B, by assumption (i) above.
The following should be considered as a strengthened version of [GRW14b, Theorem
1.8].
Theorem 7.3. Let K be a θ-end in Cθ such that N θn(K|0) 6= ∅. Then the map
hocolim
i→∞
N θn(K|i) −→ hocolim
i→∞
Ω[∅,K|i]BCθ
is acyclic.
Similarly to [GRW14b, Section 7.4], the proof of Theorem 7.3 will use the group-
completion theorem for categories. In fact, the group-completion theorem will be
used to prove a weaker preliminary result, which we state in Proposition 7.5 below;
we shall deduce Theorem 7.3 from it by a further application of Theorem 2.15.
We first make the following crucial observation: if the tangential structure θ is
such that N θn(K|0) is non-empty for some K|0, then there is an n-connected map
ℓW : W → B from a compact manifold. Cells of dimension at least (n + 1) can
be attached to W in order to make this map a weak homotopy equivalence, and
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hence, by [Wal65, Theorem A], B satisfies Wall’s finiteness condition (Fn). We
shall therefore assume this property throughout this section.
7.1. The group-completion argument. To state the preliminary result, let L ⊂
(−1, 0] × R∞−1 be such that (L, ∂L) is (n − 1)-connected, and as in Definition
2.6 consider the category D = Cn−1θ,∂L ⊂ Cθ,∂L consisting of those cobordisms which
are (n− 1)-connected relative to their outgoing boundaries. As (L, ∂L) is (n− 1)-
connected, Remark 2.7 shows that the natural map Cn−1θ,∂L → C
n−1
θ,L is an isomorphism
of categories.
Definition 7.4. For A,B ∈ D, let Dn(A,B) ⊂ D(A,B) be those path-components
represented by cobordisms W : A  B such that the structure map ℓW : W → B
is n-connected (recall that W ∈ D(A,B) has had [0, 1]× int(L) cut out).
The notation Dn(A,B) should not be taken to imply that this defines a subcate-
gory Dn of D: it does not; but Dn(A,−) is a subfunctor of D(A,−). The following
is our preliminary version of Theorem 7.3.
Proposition 7.5. Suppose that B satisfies Wall’s finiteness condition (Fn), and
let K ′ be a θ-end in Cθ,∂L such that ℓK′|0 is (n− 1)-connected. Then the map
hocolim
i→∞
Dn(L,K
′|i) −→ hocolim
i→∞
Ω∞
[L,K′|i]
BD
is acyclic.
Lemma 7.6. Suppose that B satisfies Wall’s finiteness condition (Fn), and let K
′
be a θ-end in Cθ,∂L such that ℓK′|0 is (n − 1)-connected. Then there is another
θ-end K ′′ in Cθ,∂L such that K ′′|0 = K ′|0 and for all i the structure map ℓK′′|[i,∞) :
K ′′|[i,∞) → B is n-connected.
Proof. It is enough to show that for any P ∈ Cθ,∂L such that ℓP is (n−1)-connected
there is a morphism WP : P  P
′ in Cθ,∂L such that
(i) ℓP ′ is (n− 1)-connected,
(ii) WP is (n− 1)-connected relative to either end,
(iii) WP contains an embedded copy of W1,1 with standard θ-structure,
(iv) ℓWP :WP → B is n-connected.
Then we can take K ′′ to be given by WK′|0 ,W(K′|0)′ ,W(K′|0)′′ , . . .. Let us first
suppose that n ≥ 3, and we shall explain the necessary changes for small n later.
If we write π = π1(B) and P
(n−1) for an (n−1)-skeleton of P , then it follows from
the definition of Wall’s condition (Fn) that πn(B,P
(n−1)) is a finitely-generated
Z[π]-module, and so from the long exact sequence of the triple (B,P, P (n−1)) that
πn(B,P ) is finitely-generated too. Thus by the long exact sequence for the pair
(B,P ) the Z[π]-module
Ker((ℓP )∗ : πn−1(P )→ πn−1(B))
is also finitely generated. We can represent Z[π]-module generators of this kernel
by finitely many maps
α1, α2, . . . , αk : S
n−1 −→ P,
and as P has dimension (2n − 1) we may suppose that these maps are disjoint
embeddings. Because they become nullhomotopic in B, and the tangent bundle of
P is pulled back from B, the embeddings αi have stably trivial normal bundles,
but as their normal bundles are of dimension n > dim(Sn−1) they must in fact be
unstably trivial. Thus we may upgrade the αi to disjoint embeddings
αˆ1, αˆ2, . . . , αˆk : S
n−1 ×Dn →֒ int(P ).
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The trace of the (simultaneous) surgeries along these maps gives a cobordism
W ′ : P  P ′′ in D. Consider the diagram
πn−1(P ) //
&&▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
πn−1(W
′)

πn−1(B).
As the diagonal map is surjective, the kernel of the diagonal map is contained in
the kernel of the horizontal map, and the horizontal map is surjective, it follows
that the vertical map is an isomorphism.
Now πn(B,W
′) is a quotient of πn(B,P ) (by the long exact sequence of the
triple (B,W ′, P ) and the fact that πn−1(W
′, P ) = 0) and so a finitely-generated
Z[π]-module. The exact sequence
· · · −→ πn(W
′) −→ πn(B) −→ πn(B,W
′) −→ 0
shows that πn(B) is generated as a Z[π]-module by the image of πn(W
′) along with
finitely many additional elements, β1, β2, . . . , βl : S
n → B. For each βi, the map
Sn
βi
→ B
θ
→ BO(2n) may be lifted to βˆi : Sn → BO(n), and the disc bundle Dn →
Ei
π
→ Sn classified by βˆi has tangent bundle classified by Ei
π
→ Sn
βi
→ B
θ
→ BO(2n),
and so is endowed with a θ-structure by the lift βi ◦π. The map ℓEi : Ei
π
→ Sn
βi
→ B
hits [βi] ∈ πn(B). Let WP : P  P ′ be the manifold obtained from W ′ : P  P ′′
by forming the boundary connect-sum at P ′′ with the θ-manifolds E1, E2, . . . , El,
as well as with a copy of W1,1.
By construction πn(ℓWP ) is surjective, as its image contains the image of πn(ℓW ′)
and the [βi] and these generate πn(B). Furthermore, πn−1(W
′) → πn−1(WP ) is
an isomorphism, as homotopically WP is obtained by wedging n-spheres on to W
′.
Thus properties (ii)–(iv) hold. For property (i) note that the composition
P ′ →֒WP
ℓWP−→ B
is (n − 1)-connected as the first map is (n − 1)-connected and the second is n-
connected.
Let us now explain the necessary changes for small n. If n = 2 the first step
should be interpreted as saying that Ker((ℓP )∗ : π1(P )→ π1(B)) is normally finitely
generated as a subgroup of π1(P ). This no longer follows fromWall’s condition (F2),
but is instead a standard exercise in group theory: a normal subgroup N ⊳G of a
finitely presented group is normally finitely generated if and only if G/N is finitely
presented. The technique described can then be used to kill the finitely many
normal generators of this kernel, giving W ′ : P  P ′′, and the same argument
shows that π1(ℓW ′) is an isomorphism. Now we apply Wall’s (F2) to the map
(W ′)(2) →W ′ → B, and hence deduce that π2(B,W ′) is a finitely generated Z[π]-
module. The argument is then concluded as above.
If n = 1 the first step should be interpreted as saying that π0(P ) is a finite set,
which is true as P is compact. We can then perform finitely many 0-surgeries on it to
obtain a connected cobordismW ′ : P  P ′′. As B satisfies Wall’s (F1) the group π
is finitely generated, so in particular is generated by the image of π1(W
′) and finitely
many additional elements, β1, β2, . . . , βl : S
1 → B. Performing the construction
described on these gives a cobordism having the required properties. 
Lemma 7.7. Suppose that B satisfies Wall’s finiteness condition (Fn), and let
K ′′ be a θ-end in Cθ,∂L such that the structure map ℓK′′|[i,∞) : K
′′|[i,∞) → B is
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n-connected for all i. Then for each X ∈ D, the inclusion
hocolim
i→∞
Dn(X,K
′′|i) →֒ hocolim
i→∞
D(X,K ′′|i)
is a weak equivalence.
Proof. Before taking homotopy colimits, the map of direct systems is a levelwise
inclusion of a collection of path components, so it certainly induces an injection on
π0 on homotopy colimits. We shall show that it also induces a surjection on π0 on
homotopy colimits, from which it follows that it is a weak homotopy equivalence
by considering the induced map on homotopy groups with all basepoints.
To show that it is surjective on π0, let W : X  K
′′|i ∈ D. The commutative
square
K ′′|i
(n−1)-connected

(n−1)-connected // K ′′|[i,∞)
n-connected

W
ℓW // B
shows that ℓW is (n − 1)-connected, and we must glue on some K
′′|[i,k] to W in
order to make it n-connected. The proof of this is similar to that of Lemma 7.6,
and uses all of the same techniques. We give it here for n ≥ 3, leaving the necessary
changes for n ≤ 2 to the reader.
Write π = π1(B). As B is assumed to satisfy the finiteness condition (Fn) and
W is a finite CW-complex, as in the proof of Lemma 7.6 we deduce that
Ker((ℓW )∗ : πn−1(W )→ πn−1(B))
is also a finitely-generated Z[π]-module. As πn−1(K
′′|i) → πn−1(W ) is onto,
we can represent Z[π]-module generators of this kernel by finitely many maps
α1, α2, . . . , αk : S
n−1 → K ′′|i, and because these become nullhomotopic in B, they
must also be nullhomotopic in K ′′|[i,∞), and hence must in fact be nullhomotopic
in K ′′|[i,j] for some i ≪ j. Let W
′ = W ∪K′′|i K
′′|[i,j]. As in the proof of Lemma
7.6 it follows that ℓW ′ :W
′ → B is an isomorphism on πn−1.
Wall’s condition (Fn) still implies that πn(B,W
′) is a finitely-generated Z[π]-
module. The exact sequence
· · · −→ πn(W
′) −→ πn(B) −→ πn(B,W
′) −→ 0
shows that πn(B) is generated as a Z[π]-module by the image of πn(W
′) along
with finitely many additional elements, β1, β2, . . . , βl : S
n → B. As the map
K ′′|[j,∞) → B is n-connected the β’s can be lifted to K
′′|[j,∞), and hence to K
′′|[j,k]
for some j ≪ k.
Letting W ′′ = W ′ ∪K′′|j K
′′|[j,k], the map (ℓW ′′)∗ : πn(W
′′) → πn(B) is sur-
jective, as its image contains both the image of (ℓW ′)∗ and the elements [βi]. The
map ℓW ′′ still induces an isomorphism on lower homotopy groups, so is n-connected:
hence W ′′ ∈ Dn(X,K ′′|k), as required. 
Proof of Proposition 7.5. We shall use a version of the group-completion theorem
for categories, specifically the version given as Theorem A.14 in the appendix. For
assumption (i) of that theorem we require that the combined source/target map is
a Serre fibration, which follows from the isotopy extension theorem (for deforming
the underlying manifolds) and the homotopy extension property for the restriction
map Bunθ(TW )→ Bunθ(TW |∂W ) (for deforming θ-structures). Let K ′′ be a θ-end
in Cθ,∂L provided by Lemma 7.6. In order to apply Theorem A.14 we must show
that any morphism in D is sent to an abelian homology equivalence by applying
hocolim
i→∞
D(−,K ′′|i) : D
op −→ Top.
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But by Lemma 7.7 we may replace this by hocolim
i→∞
Dn(−,K ′′|i), and it is the
content of Theorem 2.15 that this sends every morphism to an abelian homology
equivalence. Theorem A.14 then allows us to conclude that for any object X ∈ D,
(7.1) hocolim
i→∞
Dn(X,K
′′|i) −→ hocolim
i→∞
Ω[X,K′′|i]BD
is an acyclic map.
We must now pass from this result to the corresponding statement for K ′. In-
ductively choose a sequence of composable cobordisms
· · · L|−2
L|[−2,−1]
 L|−1
L|[−1,0]
 L|0 = L
by letting L|[−i−1,−i] be obtained from [0, 1] × L|−i by forming the boundary
connect-sum with W1,1 at {0} × L|−i, and consider the diagram
hocolim
i→∞
Dn(L,K ′′|i) // hocolim
j→∞
hocolim
i→∞
Dn(L−j ,K ′′|i)
hocolim
j→∞
Dn(L−j ,K ′|0)
OO

hocolim
i→∞
Dn(L,K ′|i) // hocolim
j→∞
hocolim
i→∞
Dn(L−j ,K ′|i).
Each of these four maps is an abelian homology equivalence: the horizontal ones
by Theorem 2.15, and the vertical ones by the analogue of Theorem 2.15 in which
stabilisation is formed on the left. Comparing this diagram with the analogous one
of homotopy colimits of path spaces of BD, (7.1) implies that
(7.2) hocolim
i→∞
Dn(L,K
′|i) −→ hocolim
i→∞
Ω[L,K′|i]BD
is an abelian homology equivalence, and hence acyclic. 
7.2. Proof of Theorem 7.3. Let K be a θ-end in Cθ, pick a self-indexing Morse
function f : K|0 → [0, 2n− 1], and let L = f−1([0, n−
1
2 ]) with induced θ-structure
ℓˆL. By construction, L has a handle structure with handles of index at most
(n − 1); equivalently, it may be obtained from ∂L by attaching handles of index
at least n. After moving K|0 ⊂ R∞ by an isotopy, we may suppose that L =
K|0 ∩ ((−∞, 0] × R∞−1) as θ-manifolds: K|0 is then an object of Cθ,L, giving an
object K|◦0 of Cθ,∂L.
Lemma 7.8. The proper embedding K →֒ [0,∞)× (−1, 1)∞ may be changed by an
isotopy, and the bundle map ℓˆK changed by a homotopy, relative to K|0, so that
(K, ℓˆK) remains a θ-end in Cθ and so that
K ∩ ([0,∞)× (−∞, 0]× R∞−1) = [0,∞)× L
as θ-manifolds.
Proof. Supposing that K|i ∩ ((−∞, 0]× R∞−1) = L as θ-manifolds, we shall show
that [i, i + 1] × L may be embedded into K|[i,i+1] relative to {i} × L such that
{i + 1} × L lies in K|i+1. The claim will then follow, by the isotopy extension
theorem and induction.
As L is a (2n− 1)-manifold with a handle structure only having (n− 1)-handles
and smaller, any embedding of a k-sphere into K|i can be isotoped off of L as long
as k ≤ n− 1.
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Let us first suppose that 2n ≥ 6. As (K|[i,i+1],K|i+1) is (n − 1)-connected, by
handle trading as in the proof of the s-cobordism theorem ([Ker65]) we can find a
handle structure on K|[i,i+1] relative to K|i having only n-handles and lower: these
are attached along spheres of dimension at most n− 1, so their attaching maps can
be isotoped off of L, and hence K|[i,i+1] contains an embedded [i, i + 1]× L. The
same argument applies for 2n = 2.
If 2n = 4 we must modify the argument slightly. The above goes through after
perhaps changing K|[i,i+1] by connect-sum with finitely many copies of S
2 × S2 so
that handle-trading becomes available (just as in the proof of Lemma 2.20). As K
contains countably many S2 × S2-summands by property (ii) of θ-ends in Cθ, we
may realise this by sliding in enough such summands down from K|[i+1,∞). 
Once K has been prepared using this lemma, we may form K|◦[i,i+1], giving a
θ-end in Cθ,∂L. Let us write
Cθ,∂L,n(A,B) ⊂ Cθ,∂L(A,B)
for the subspace of those cobordisms (W, ℓˆW ) such that ℓW :W → B is n-connected.
The weak homotopy equivalence
Cθ,∂L(L,K|
◦
i )
−∪L
−→ Cθ(D(L),K|i)
−◦VL−→ Cθ(∅,K|i)
of Lemma 2.17 thus restricts to a map
(7.3) Cθ,∂L,n(L,K|
◦
i ) −→ N
θ
n(K|i)
which is a weak homotopy equivalence.
By assumption N θn(K|0) ≃ Cθ,∂L,n(L,K|
◦
0) is non-empty, so let W
◦ : L  K|◦0
lie in Cθ,∂L,n(L,K|
◦
0), choose a self-indexing Morse function f : W → [0, 2n], and
let V ◦0 = f
−1([n− 12 , 2n]) : P
◦
0  K|
◦
0. By construction, V
◦
0 has a handle structure
relative to P ◦0 having all handles of index at least n. The cobordism K|
◦
[0,1] ◦ V
◦
0 :
P ◦0  K|
◦
1 is thus (n− 1)-connected relative to P
◦
0 and contains an embedded W1,1
with standard θ-structure, so after changing it by a path in Cθ,∂L(P ◦0 ,K|
◦
1) we may
factorise it as
P ◦0
P◦0
H
 P ◦1
V ◦1
 K|◦1
for some cobordism V ◦1 , which will be (n− 1)-connected relative to P
◦
1 . Continuing
in this way, we obtain a homotopy commutative diagram
(7.4)
P ◦0
P◦
0
H
//
V ◦0

P ◦1
P◦
1
H
//
V ◦1

P ◦2
P◦
2
H
//
V ◦2

· · ·
K|◦0
K|◦[0,1] // K|◦1
K|◦[1,2] // K|◦2
K|◦[2,3] // · · ·
in the category Cθ,∂L.
The composition ℓP◦0 : P
◦
0 →֒ W
◦ ℓW→ B has the second map n-connected by
assumption, and W ◦ is obtained from P ◦0 by attaching cells of dimension n and
higher so P ◦0 →֒W
◦ is (n− 1)-connected, and hence ℓP◦0 is (n− 1)-connected. The
inclusions P ◦i →֒ P◦i H ←֓ P
◦
i+1 are both (n− 1)-connected, so it follows that all ℓP◦i
are (n− 1)-connected.
Applying Cθ,∂L,n(L,−) to (7.4), we obtain a homotopy commutative diagram of
spaces, and choosing homotopies making each square commute gives a map
(7.5) hocolim
i→∞
Cθ,∂L,n(L, P
◦
i ) −→ hocolim
i→∞
Cθ,∂L,n(L,K|
◦
i ).
It follows from Lemma A.10 that the property of this map being an abelian homol-
ogy equivalence is independent of this choice of homotopies.
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Lemma 7.9. The map (7.5) is an abelian homology equivalence.
Proof. Similarly to the proof of Proposition 7.5 we consider the commutative square
hocolim
i→∞
Cθ,∂L,n(L, P
◦
i )
//

hocolim
i→∞
Cθ,∂L,n(L,K|
◦
i )

hocolim
j→∞
hocolim
i→∞
Cθ,∂L,n(L−j , P ◦i )
// hocolim
j→∞
hocolim
i→∞
Cθ,∂L,n(L−j,K|◦i )
where · · · L|−2
L|[−2,−1]
 L|−1
L|[−1,0]
 L|0 = L is a sequence of cobordisms formed
by letting L|[−i−1,−i] be obtained from [0, 1]×L|−i by boundary connect-sum with
W1,1 at {0} × L|−i.
The claim then follows as the vertical maps are abelian homology equivalences
by Theorem 2.15, and the lower map is an abelian homology equivalence by the
analogue of Theorem 2.15 in which stabilisation is formed on the left. 
If W ◦ ∈ Cθ,∂L,n(L, P ◦i ) then the map ℓW◦ is n-connected and ℓP◦i is (n − 1)-
connected. Thus (W ◦, P ◦i ) is (n − 1)-connected, and so W
◦ ∈ Dn(L, P ◦i ), and
hence Cθ,∂L,n(L, P ◦i ) = Dn(L, P
◦
i ). The argument is now completed using the
commutative diagram
hocolim
i→∞
Cθ,∂L,n(L, P
◦
i )
// hocolim
i→∞
Cθ,∂L,n(L,K|
◦
i )

≃ // hocolim
i→∞
N θn(K|i)

hocolim
i→∞
Dn(L, P
◦
i )

hocolim
i→∞
Ω[L,P◦i ]
BCθ,∂L
≃ // hocolim
i→∞
Ω[L,K|◦i ]
BCθ,∂L
≃ // hocolim
i→∞
Ω[∅,K|i]BCθ.
Consider the horizontal maps: the left hand top map is the abelian homology
equivalence (7.5); the right hand top map is given levelwise by the weak homotopy
equivalences (7.3); the left hand bottom map is given levelwise by concatenation
of paths, so is a weak homotopy equivalence; the right hand bottom map is given
by the weak homotopy equivalence BCθ,∂L ∼= BCθ,L → BCθ and concatenation
of paths. Finally, the left hand vertical map is an abelian homology equivalence
by Proposition 7.5 and the weak homotopy equivalence BD → BCθ,∂L from The-
orem 2.8. Thus, it is at this point that we rely on a major technical result of
[GRW14b]. It follows that the right hand vertical map is also an abelian homology
equivalence, which finishes the proof of Theorem 7.3.
Finally, we remind the reader of the main theorem of [GMTW09], concerning
the homotopy type of BCθ: there is a weak homotopy equivalence
BCθ ≃ Ω
∞−1MTθ,
defined using a parametrised Pontryagin–Thom construction. This allows us to
translate Theorem 7.3 into the form given in Theorem 1.5.
8. Finite genus and stability for closed manifolds
In this section we shall combine Theorems 1.3 and 1.5 with our results from
[GRW14a] to prove Corollaries 1.7 and 1.8.
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8.1. Finite genus and homological stability. By Remark 2.11, the definition
of θ-genus given in Section 1.3 is equivalent to
gθ(W ) = max
{
g ∈ N
∣∣∣∣ there are g disjoint copies of W1,1 in W ,each with standard θ-structure
}
,
and if W has non-empty boundary then we have defined the stable θ-genus to be
g¯θ(W ) = max{gθ(W♮k(W1,1))− k | k ∈ N}.
If W is a closed θ-manifold, we now define g¯θ(W ) to be g¯θ(W \D2n).
Definition 8.1. A graded space is a pair (X,hX) of a space X and a continuous
map hX : X → Z. We write XhX=n = h
−1
X (n) for the subspace of degree n. A
(degree zero) map f : (X,hX) → (Y, hY ) of graded spaces is a continuous map
f : X → Y such that hY ◦ f = hX . Similarly, a degree k map is a continuous map
f : X → Y such that hY ◦ f = hX + k. The homology of a graded space (X,hX)
with any system of local coefficients L on X acquires an extra grading
Hi(X ;L) =
⊕
n≥0
Hi(X ;L)hX=n,
where Hi(X ;L)hX=n = Hi(XhX=n;L). Maps of graded spaces respect this addi-
tional grading (a degree k map induces a map with a shift of k).
We may use the function g¯θ : N θn(P ) → Z to grade the space N
θ
n(P ). Recall
that in Section 3 we have defined for each θ-manifold P a bordism PH : P → P ′
whose outgoing boundary P ′ is diffeomorphic to P but possibly with a different
θ-structure. The map − ◦ PH : N θn(P ) → N
θ
n(P
′) then has degree 1 with respect
to this new grading, and from [GRW14a, Theorem 7.5] we deduce the following.
Theorem 8.2. If 2n ≥ 6, B is simply-connected, and L is an abelian local coeffi-
cient system on N θn(P
′), then the map
(− ◦ PH)∗ : Hi(N
θ
n (P ); (− ◦ PH)
∗L)g¯θ=g −→ Hi(N
θ
n(P
′);L)g¯θ=g+1
is an epimorphism if 3i ≤ g − 1, and an isomorphism if 3i ≤ g − 4 (if L is constant
and θ is spherical, it is an epimorphism if 2i ≤ g − 1, and an isomorphism if
2i ≤ g − 3).
8.2. Proof of Corollary 1.7 for P 6= ∅. We wish to combine Theorem 8.2 with
Theorem 1.3 in order to deduce that for M : P  Q a cobordism which is (n− 1)-
connected relative to Q and has P 6= ∅, the map
− ◦M : N θn(Q) −→ N
θ
n(P )
induces an isomorphism in homology in a particular range of homological degrees.
However, it is easy to see that g¯θ(−◦M)− g¯θ(−) need not be constant, so we shall
need another grading of N θn(P ) for this to be a graded map.
Lemma 8.3. Let M : P  Q be a θ-cobordism which is (n− 1)-connected relative
to Q. Then there is a function
g¯θM : π0(N
θ
n(P )) −→ Z
such that g¯θM (− ◦M) = g¯
θ(−), g¯θM (− ◦ PH) = g¯
θ
M (−) + 1, and g¯
θ
M (−) ≤ g¯
θ(−).
Proof. Let us first suppose that P 6= ∅. Then Theorem 1.3 applies, and the map
− ◦M : hocolim
g→∞
N θn(Q, ℓˆ
(g)
Q ) −→ hocolimg→∞
N θn(P, ℓˆ
(g)
P )
is a homology equivalence so in particular a bijection on π0. Furthermore, as
g¯θ(W♮W1,1) = g¯
θ(W ) + 1, there is an induced function
g¯θ : colim
g→∞
π0(N
θ
n(Q, ℓˆ
(g)
Q )) −→ colim+1
Z ∼= Z.
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We may therefore define g¯θM by
g¯θM : π0(N
θ
n(P )) −→ colim
g→∞
π0(N
θ
n(P, ℓˆ
(g)
P ))
∼
←− colim
g→∞
π0(N
θ
n(Q, ℓˆ
(g)
Q ))
g¯θ
−→ Z,
which satisfies g¯θM (W ◦M) = g¯
θ(W ) by construction. That g¯θM (−◦PH) = g¯
θ
M (−)+1
follows immediately from the same property of g¯θ(−). By the definition of g¯θM , when
W ◦ k(PH) =W ′ ◦M for some W ′ then we have
g¯θM (W ) = g¯
θ(W ′)− k ≤ g¯θ(W ′ ◦M)− k = g¯θ(W ◦ k(PH))− k = g¯
θ(W ).
If P = ∅ then we factor M as M : ∅
D2n
 S2n−1
M ′
 Q, and define
g¯θM : π0(N
θ
n(∅))
−◦D2n
←−
∼
π0(N
θ
n(S
2n−1))
g¯θ
M′−→ Z,
which also satisfies g¯θM (W ◦M) = g¯
θ(W ), by the way we have defined the stable
θ-genus of a closed manifold. 
If we use the function g¯θM : N
θ
n(P )→ Z to grade N
θ
n(P ), then by Lemma 8.3 we
have an induced map
(8.1) (− ◦M)∗ : Hi(N
θ
n(Q); (− ◦M)
∗L)g¯θ=g −→ Hi(N
θ
n(P );L)g¯θM=g
for each local coefficient system L on M . The following proves Corollary 1.7 in the
case P 6= ∅.
Proposition 8.4. If 2n ≥ 6 and B is simply-connected, then for any system of
abelian coefficients L on N θn(P ) and any cobordism M : P  Q which is (n − 1)-
connected relative to Q and which has P 6= ∅, the map (8.1) is an isomorphism
(i) for 2i ≤ g − 3 if L is constant and θ is spherical, or
(ii) for 3i ≤ g − 4 if L is constant, or
(iii) for 3i ≤ g − 4 if L extends to hocolim
h→∞
N θn(P, ℓˆ
(h)
P ).
The extension condition in (iii) always holds for g ≥ 7, and for g ≥ 5 if θ is
spherical.
Proof. Consider the commutative diagram
N θn(Q)g¯θ=g
−◦M

// hocolim
h→∞
N θn(Q, ℓˆ
(h)
Q )g¯θ=g+h
−◦M

N θn(P )g¯θ
M
=g
// hocolim
h→∞
N θn(P, ℓˆ
(h)
P )g¯θM=g+h,
where the right-hand map is an abelian homology equivalence, by Theorem 1.3.
By assumption L is pulled back from hocolim
h→∞
N θn(P, ℓˆ
(h)
P ), so defines a coefficient
system on every space in this commutative square. By Theorem 8.2 the top hori-
zontal map induces an isomorphism on Hi(−;L) as long as 3i ≤ g−4 (or 2i ≤ g−3
if θ is spherical). As gθM = g implies that g
θ ≥ g, Theorem 8.2 also implies that the
lower horizontal map induces an isomorphism on Hi(−;L) in this range of degrees,
and so the left-hand vertical map induces an isomorphism on homology in the same
range.
If g ≥ 7, or if θ is spherical and g ≥ 5, then by Theorem 8.2 the lower horizontal
map induces a bijection on path components and an isomorphism on H1(−;Z), and
so the two spaces have the same collections of abelian local coefficient systems. In
particular L is pulled back from hocolim
h→∞
N θn(P, ℓˆ
(h)
P ). 
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8.3. Proof of Corollary 1.7 in general. We will now finish the proof of Corollary
1.7 by explaining how to remove the hypothesis P 6= ∅ from Proposition 8.4. In
order to do so, it is enough to prove the analogue of that proposition for the
cobordism (D2n, ℓˆD2n) : ∅  S
2n−1, as any M : ∅  Q can be factorised as
M : ∅
D2n
 S2n−1
M ′
 Q, and Proposition 8.4 applies to M ′.
We will construct a resolution of the degree zero map of graded spaces
(8.2) − ◦D2n : N θn(S
2n−1) −→ N θn(∅)
such that the induced map on the space of p-simplices in this resolution is of the
form covered by Proposition 8.4. This is entirely analogous to the argument given
for surfaces in [RW16, Section 11]. The resolution is conceptually very similar to
that used in Section 7, but is a little different in detail.
Definition 8.5. Let R(P )0 be the set of tuples (s,W ; c, Lˆ) where (s,W ) ∈ N θn(P ),
c : D2n →֒ (−∞, 0)× R∞, and Lˆ ∈ Bunθ(TD2n)I are such that
(i) c has image in W ,
(ii) Lˆ is a path from c∗ℓˆW to ℓˆD2n .
We topologise R(P )0 as a subspace of
N θn(P )× Emb(D
2n, (−∞, 0]× R∞)× Bunθ(TD2n)I .
Let R(P )p consist of tuples (s,W ; c0, Lˆ0, . . . , cp, Lˆp) such that
(i) each (s,W ; ci, Lˆi) lies in R(P )0,
(ii) the ci are disjoint.
We topologiseR(P )p as a subspace of the (p+1)-fold fibre product of the projection
map R(P )0 → N θn(P ). The collection R(P )• has the structure of a semi-simplicial
space augmented over N θn(P ), where the ith face maps forgets (ci, Lˆi), and the
augmentation map just remembers (s,W ). Composition with g¯θ : N θn(P ) → Z
gives it the structure of a semi-simplicial graded space augmented over N θn(P ).
This semi-simplicial space replaces Lj(P )• in Section 6, and the following theo-
rem may be proved in precisely the same way as Theorem 6.6.
Theorem 8.6. The augmentation map |R(P )•| → N θn(P ) is a weak homotopy
equivalence (onto the components consisting of non-empty manifolds).
The map (8.2) is covered by a semi-simplicial map (− ◦ D2n)• : R(S2n−1)• →
R(∅)• given on 0-simplices by (s,W ; c, Lˆ) 7→ ((s,W ) ◦ (1, D2n); c + e0, Lˆ), and by
the analogous formula on higher simplices.
Proposition 8.7. If 2n ≥ 6 and B is simply-connected, the map of graded spaces
(− ◦D2n)p : R(S
2n−1)p −→ R(∅)p
induces an isomorphism on homology in the range described in Proposition 8.4.
Proof. An argument completely analogous to that of Propositions 4.14 and 6.7
identifies the map in question with the map of graded spaces
(− ◦D2n) : N θn(⊔
p+2S2n−1) −→ N θn(⊔
p+1S2n−1).
As ⊔p+1S2n−1 is non-empty for all p ≥ 0, this induces isomorphisms in the range
claimed, by Proposition 8.4. 
The full statement of Corollary 1.7 now follows from the usual spectral sequence
argument, namely that for any system L of abelian local coefficients on N θn(∅) the
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map of spectral sequences induced by (− ◦D2n)• has the form
E1p,q = Hq(R(S
2n−1)p;L)g¯θ=g

+3 Hp+q(|R(S2n−1)•|;L)g¯θ=g

E˜1p,q = Hq(R(∅)p;L)g¯θ=g +3 Hp+q(|R(∅)•|;L)g¯θ=g,
and by Theorem 8.6 its target can also be identified with the map induced by (8.2)
on homology with L-coefficients. Proposition 8.7 shows that the map of E1-pages
is an isomorphism in a certain range of degrees, and Corollary 1.7 follows.
8.4. Stable homology and proof of Corollary 1.8. If (W, ℓˆW ) is a θ-manifold
with non-empty boundary (P, ℓˆP ) and such that ℓW :W → B is n-connected, then
we can consider the commutative diagram
Mθn(W, ℓˆW ) //
&&▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
N θn(P, ℓˆP ) //

hocolim
g→∞
N θn(P, ℓˆ
(g)
P )

Ω[0,(P,ℓˆP )]BCθ
≃ // hocolim
g→∞
Ω
[∅,(P,ℓˆ
(g)
P
)]
BCθ
By Corollary 1.7 the composition along the top, restricted to the path compo-
nent which it hits, is an abelian homology isomorphism in degrees satisfying 3∗ ≤
g¯θ(W, ℓˆW )− 4, and is a homology isomorphism with constant coefficients in degrees
satisfying 2∗ ≤ g¯θ(W, ℓˆW )− 3 if θ is spherical. By Theorem 7.3 the right hand ver-
tical map is acyclic, and the target has the homotopy type of a loop space so all
coefficient systems on it are abelian. Therefore the diagonal map is a homology
equivalence (or an acyclic map) onto the path component which it hits in the same
range of degrees. This establishes Corollary 1.8 in this case, after replacing BCθ by
the homotopy equivalent Ω∞−1MTθ.
If (W, ℓˆW ) is a θ-manifold with empty boundary and such that ℓW : W → B is
n-connected, let (W ′, ℓˆW ′) : ∅ (P, ℓˆW ′ ) be a θ-cobordism obtained by subtracting
a 2n-discD2n = (D2n, ℓˆD2n) fromW . We obtain a homotopy commutative diagram
Mθn(W
′, ℓˆW ′) //
−◦D2n

N θn(P, ℓˆP ) //
−◦D2n

Ω[∅,P ]BCθ
≃ −◦D2n

Mθn(W, ℓˆW ) // N
θ
n(∅) // ΩBCθ
where, by Corollary 1.7 and the case treated already, the left hand vertical map
and the top composition are both abelian homology isomorphisms in degrees sat-
isfying 3∗ ≤ g¯θ(W, ℓˆW )− 4, and homology isomorphisms in degrees satisfying
2∗ ≤ g¯θ(W, ℓˆW )− 3 if θ is spherical. Therefore the bottom composition has the
same property, which establishes Corollary 1.8.
9. General tangential structures
So far we have only considered 2n-manifolds W equipped with θ-structures ℓˆW
such that the underlying map ℓW :W → B is n-connected. In this section we shall
formulate and prove a generalisation of Corollary 1.8 which allows for manifolds
equipped with general tangential structures. We shall in particular prove Corollary
1.9, but also extend it to manifolds with non-empty boundary.
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Definition 9.1. Let π : E → B be a fibration and i : P → E be a cofibration, in the
usual model structure on Top (compactly generated weakly Hausdorff topological
spaces, weak homotopy equivalences, Serre fibrations, induced cofibrations). Let
hAut(π, i) be the space of maps f : E → E which are weak equivalences and such
that π ◦ f = π and f ◦ i = i.
Composition of maps makes hAut(π, i) into a grouplike topological monoid. If
γ is a vector bundle over B, and we let π∗γ be the pulled back vector bundle over
E, then each f induces an endomorphism fˆ : π∗γ → π∗γ by sending (e, v) ∈ π∗γ ⊂
E × γ to (f(e), v) ∈ E × γ, which lies in π∗γ as f commutes with π. Furthermore,
fˆ is the identity over the subspace i(P ) ⊂ E.
To apply this to the situation at hand, let θ : B
u
→ B′
θ′
→ BO(2n) be a pair of
tangential structures with a map u between them, which is a fibration, and write
uˆ : θ∗γ2n → (θ′)∗γ2n for the induced bundle map. Let W be a 2n-dimensional
manifold and ℓˆ∂W : TW |∂W → θ∗γ2n be a boundary condition with underlying
map ℓ∂W : ∂W → B a cofibration. Then hAut(u, ℓ∂W ) acts on Bun
θ
n(TW, ℓˆ∂W ) via
(f, ℓˆ) 7→ fˆ ◦ ℓˆ, and this action commutes with the map
Bunθn(TW, ℓˆ∂W ) −→ Bun
θ′(TW, uˆ ◦ ℓˆ∂W )
ℓˆ 7−→ uˆ ◦ ℓˆ
because uˆ ◦ fˆ = uˆ.
Lemma 9.2. Assume as above that ℓ∂W : ∂W → B is a cofibration and that
u : B → B′ is a fibration. Assume in addition that the map u is n-co-connected.
Then the induced map
Bunθn(TW, ℓˆ∂W )//hAut(u, ℓ∂W ) −→ Bun
θ′(TW, uˆ ◦ ℓˆ∂W )
is a homotopy equivalence onto the path components which it hits.
Proof. Since u is a fibration, so is the induced map
(9.1) Bunθn(TW, ℓˆ∂W ) −→ Bun
θ′(TW, uˆ ◦ ℓˆ∂W ),
and the fibre over ℓˆ′W may be identified with the space of relative lifts
∂W
ℓ∂W // _

B
u

W
==
③
③
③
③ ℓ′W // B′
which are also n-connected maps. If such a lift exists, choose one and call it
f :W → B. We shall consider this f as a morphism in the category ∂W/Top/B′ of
spaces over B′ and under ∂W ; this category has the structure of a simplicial model
category and W is cofibrant and B is both fibrant and cofibrant, cf. e.g. [GS07,
Example 1.7 and Definition 4.11]. Composition with f defines a map
(9.2) Map∂W/Top/B′(B,B) −→ Map∂W/Top/B′(W,B)
between mapping simplicial sets, which can be seen to be a weak equivalence by in-
duction on cells in an approximation to (B,W ) by a relative CW complex. To give
more details, let us write F : (∂W/Top/B′)op → sSet for the functor represented
by the object B. Any representable functor take pushout diagrams to pullback
diagrams and by general properties of (simplicial) model categories, F sends cofi-
brations to fibrations and sends weak equivalences between cofibrant objects to
weak equivalences. In particular, if X is a cofibrant object and Y = X ∪ Dk is
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obtained by attaching a cell Dk → B′ to X along some map ∂Dk → X over B′,
then there is the (strict) pullback diagram
F (Y ) //

MapTop/B′(D
k, B)

F (X) // MapTop/B′(∂D
k, B),
in which the vertical maps are actually fibrations. Up to homotopy, a point in
MapTop/B′(∂D
k, B) is described by a map from ∂Dk to a homotopy fibre of u and
the space of extensions to Dk is a model for the homotopy fibre of the horizontal
maps in the square. In particular the fibres are weakly contractible when k ≥ n+1
if the homotopy fibres of u are (n − 1)-types, as we have assumed. Hence by
induction on cells F (Y ) → F (X) is a weak equivalence whenever X and Y are
cofibrant and Y is obtained from X by attaching cells of dimension at least n+ 1.
Up to weak equivalence the morphism W → B is of this form, and hence (9.2) is a
weak equivalence.
The simplicial sets in (9.2) are the singular simplicial sets of the associated
mapping spaces, and composition with f takes the subspace of the mapping space
map∂W/Top/B′(B,B) consisting of weak equivalences onto the subspace of the map-
ping space map∂W/Top/B′(W,B) consisting of n-connected maps. Hence we have
shown that the homotopy fibres of (9.1) are either empty or weakly equivalent to
hAut(u, ℓ∂W ), in which case the equivalence is given by acting on an element. Thus
after forming the Borel construction by hAut(u, ℓ∂W ), the fibres of the map (9.1)
become empty or contractible. 
We obtain a map M θn(W, ℓˆ∂W )//hAut(u, ℓ∂W ) → M
θ′(W, uˆ ◦ ℓˆ∂W ) by taking
the further Borel construction by Diff∂(W ), and this is also a weak homotopy
equivalence onto those path components which it hits. Therefore, in terms of the
point-set models introduced in Definition 2.18, the map
(9.3) Mθn(W, ℓˆ∂W )//hAut(u, ℓ∂W ) −→M
θ′(W, uˆ ◦ ℓˆ∂W )
is also a weak homotopy equivalence onto those path components which it hits.
Each f ∈ hAut(u) gives a bundle map fˆ : θ∗γ2n → θ∗γ2n which in turn defines
a continuous endofunctor of Cθ (by postcomposition on all θ-structures), and hence
a continuous endomorphism of BCθ. This defines an action of hAut(u) on BCθ.
Moreover, if (∂W, ℓˆ∂W ) ∈ Cθ is an object satisfying the assumption above that
ℓ∂W : ∂W → B is a cofibration, then hAut(u, ℓ∂W ) preserves (∂W, ℓˆ∂W ) ∈ Cθ. In
this case hAut(u, ℓ∂W ) acts on both the morphism space Cθ(∅, (∂W, ℓˆ∂W )) and on
the path space Ω[∅,(∂W,ℓˆ∂W )]BCθ, and the map
Cθ(∅, (∂W, ℓˆ∂W )) −→ Ω[∅,(∂W,ℓˆ∂W )]BCθ
is equivariant for this action.
Definition 9.3. If (W, ℓˆW ) is a θ-manifold, we write Ω(W,ℓˆW )BCθ for the path
component of Ω[∅,(∂W,ℓˆ∂W )]BCθ represented by the θ-cobordism (W, ℓˆW ) : ∅  
(∂W, ℓˆ∂W ).
If (W, ℓˆ′W ) is a θ
′-manifold and ℓ′W : W
ℓW→ B
u
→ B′ is a Moore–Postnikov n-
stage of ℓ′W , then we write Ω(W,ℓˆ′W )
BCθ for the union of those path components of
Ω[∅,(∂W,ℓˆ∂W )]BCθ represented by the π0hAut(u, ℓ∂W )-orbit of (W, ℓˆW ).
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Lemma 9.4. If (W, ℓˆ′W ) is a θ
′-manifold and ℓ′W : W
ℓW→ B
u
→ B′ is a Moore–
Postnikov n-stage of ℓ′W , then g¯
θ′(W, ℓˆ′W ) = g¯
θ(W, ℓˆW ).
Proof. By the definition of the stable genus, it is enough to show that gθ
′
(W, ℓˆ′W ) =
gθ(W, ℓˆW ). By definition of standard θ- or θ
′-structure on Sn ×Dn, and hence on
W1,1, composing with u sends standard θ-structures to standard θ
′-structures, and
so certainly gθ
′
(W, ℓˆ′W ) ≥ g
θ(W, ℓˆW ). Conversely, if ℓˆ : T (S
n ×Dn) → θ∗γ2n is a
θ-structure such that uˆ ◦ ℓˆ is a standard θ′-structure, then uˆ ◦ ℓˆ extends over the
embedding Sn × Dn →֒ R2n described in Section 2.2, so we have a commutative
square
Sn ×Dn

ℓ // B
u

R2n //
::✉
✉
✉
✉
✉
B′.
The map u is n-co-connected, as it arises from the Moore–Postnikov factorisation
of ℓ′W . Therefore the square admits a diagonal map, showing that ℓˆ is a standard
θ-structure. 
The following theorem implies Corollary 1.9 from the introduction, but also
allows manifolds with non-empty boundary.
Theorem 9.5. Let θ′ : B′ → BO(2n) be a tangential structure, and (W, ℓˆ′W ) be a
θ′-manifold. Let ℓ′W : W
ℓW→ B
u
→ B′ be a Moore–Postnikov n-stage of ℓ′W , i.e. a
factorisation into an n-connected cofibration ℓW and an n-co-connected fibration u,
and θ = θ′ ◦ u. Then there is a map
αθ
′
W :M
θ′(W, ℓˆ′W ) −→
(
Ω[W,ℓˆ′
W
]BCθ
)
//hAut(u, ℓ∂W )
which, if 2n ≥ 6 and W is simply-connected, is acyclic in degrees satisfying 3∗ ≤
g¯θ
′
(W, ℓˆ′W )−4, and is a homology isomorphism in degrees satisfying 2∗ ≤ g¯
θ′(W, ℓˆ′W )−
3 if θ′ is spherical.
Proof. We have hAut(u, ℓ∂W )-equivariant maps
αθW :M
θ
n(W ; ℓˆ∂W ) −→ Cθ(∅, (∂W, ℓˆ∂W )) −→ Ω[∅,(∂W,ℓˆ∂W )]BCθ
and so on taking Borel constructions and using (9.3) we obtain a diagram
Mθ
′
(W ; uˆ ◦ ℓˆ∂W ) Mθn(W ; ℓˆ∂W )//hAut(u, ℓ∂W )oo
αθW / hAut(u,ℓ∂W )
(
Ω[∅,(∂W,ℓ∂W )]BCθ
)
//hAut(u, ℓ∂W ).
The horizontal map is a weak homotopy equivalence onto the path components
which it hits, and the hAut(u, ℓ∂W )-orbit of ℓˆW hits the path component containing
ℓˆ′W . Restricting to this component and inverting the homotopy equivalence, we
obtain a map we define to be αθ
′
W .
Any θ-structure in the hAut(u, ℓ∂W )-orbit of ℓˆW becomes homotopic to ℓˆ
′
W after
applying u, so has stable θ-genus equal to g¯θ
′
(W, ℓˆ′W ) by Lemma 9.4. On each
such path component, by Corollary 1.8 the map αθW is acyclic in degrees satisfying
3∗ ≤ g¯θ
′
(W, ℓˆ′W ) − 4, and a homology isomorphism in degrees satisfying 2∗ ≤
g¯θ
′
(W, ℓˆ′W ) − 3 if θ
′ is spherical (θ is spherical if and only if θ′ is, as u : B → B′
is n-co-connected), onto the path component which it hits. It therefore remains
so after taking the Borel construction, and so the right-hand map has the same
property. 
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Finally, we observe that the maps used in establishing the main theorem of
[GMTW09], BCθ ≃ Ω∞−1MTθ, are all hAut(θ)-equivariant, which allows us to
translate Theorem 9.5 into the form given in the introduction.
Appendix A. Homology equivalences and local coefficients
Parts of this appendix are loosely based on one written by Johannes Ebert for
an early (uncirculated) draft of [BERW14]. The authors are grateful to him for
allowing us to make use of it.
A.1. Local coefficient systems. We shall take the point of view that a local
coefficient system on a space X is a functor L : π1(X)→ Ab from the fundamental
groupoid of X to the category of abelian groups. It is important that local systems
form a category, whose morphisms T : L → L′ are the natural transformations.
In particular each coefficient system L has an endomorphism ring R = End(L),
and in fact the functor L : π1(X) → Ab naturally factors through the category of
R-modules. In particular the values L(x) are naturally Z[π1(X, x)]-R-bimodules.
Singular homology assigns to such a local coefficient system L a chain complex
C∗(X ;L) and homology groupsH∗(X ;L), and a natural transformation T : L → L′
induces maps of chains and of homology T : H∗(X ;L)→ H∗(X ;L′). If f : X → Y
is a continuous map and L : π1(Y ) → Ab is a coefficient system, then there is a
pulled-back coefficient system f∗L : π1(X)→ Ab and an induced map
f∗ : H∗(X ; f
∗L) −→ H∗(Y ;L).
For a fixed L the singular chains and the homology groups H∗(Y ;L) are naturally
modules over the ring R = End(L), and the functoriality with respect to f : X → Y
is compatible with this structure.
For any space X with coefficient system L there exists for any x ∈ Hk(X ;L)
a finite CW complex K and a map f : K → X , such that x is in the image of
f∗ : H∗(K; f
∗L)→ H∗(X ;L).
A.1.1. Homology equivalences.
Definition A.1. A local coefficient system L : π1(X) → Ab is constant if the
action of π1(X, x) on L(x) is trivial for all x ∈ X . The system is abelian if the
commutator subgroup of π1(X, x) acts trivially for all x ∈ X .
Definition A.2. Let f : X → Y be a continuous map, and for each coefficient
system L on Y let
(A.1) f∗ : Hn(X ; f
∗L) −→ Hn(Y ;L)
be the map induced by f .
(i) If (A.1) is an isomorphism for all n and all L then f is called an acyclic map.
(ii) If (A.1) is an isomorphism for all n and all abelian L then f is called an
abelian equivalence.
(iii) If (A.1) is an isomorphism for all n and all constant L then f is called a
homology equivalence.
We remark that the class of coefficient systems L : π1(Y )→ Ab for which (A.1) is
an equivalence is closed under filtered colimits and extensions. Hence, if f : X → Y
is an abelian equivalence then (A.1) will be an isomorphism for any coefficient
system L obtained from abelian ones by extensions and filtered colimits. This class
of local systems can alternatively be described as those which for all y ∈ Y satisfy
that L(y) admits no non-trivial homomorphism L(y) → W for any Z[π1(Y, y)]-
module W with W [π1(Y,y),π1(Y,y)] = 0.
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A.1.2. Special abelian coefficient systems.
Definition A.3. A special abelian coefficient system on a space X consists of
a commutative ring R and a coefficient system L : π1(X) → ModR such that
{x ∈ X | L(x) 6= 0} is a path component of X , and for x in this path component
L(x) is a free R-module of rank 1.
Note that a special abelian coefficient system is indeed an abelian coefficient
system, as π1(X, x) acts on L(x) via R×, an abelian group.
Lemma A.4. If f : X → Y is a continuous map such that f∗ : H∗(X ; f∗L) →
H∗(Y ;L) is an isomorphism for all special abelian coefficient systems L on Y , then
f is an abelian equivalence.
Proof. If L : π1(Y ) → ModF2 is the unique special abelian coefficient system
supported on the path component given by y ∈ π0(Y ), then the dimension of
H0(X ; f
∗L) as an F2 vector space is the cardinality of the inverse image of y under
π0(X)→ π0(Y ). Hence f induces a bijection π0(X)→ π0(Y ).
We can then restrict to the case where both X and Y are path connected and
deduce that f∗ : H1(X ;Z) → H1(Y ;Z) is an equivalence by using the constant
coefficient system Z : π1(Y ) → ModZ, which is special abelian. Then we pick a
point y ∈ Y and use the Hurewicz homomorphism π1(Y, y)→ A = H1(Y ) to define
the special abelian coefficient system Ly : π1(Y )→ ModZ[A] by
Ly(z) = Z[A] ⊗Z[π1(Y,y)] Z[π1(Y )(y, z)].
Then H∗(Y ;Ly) and H∗(X ; f∗Ly) calculate the homology of the universal abelian
covers and if f∗ induces an isomorphism between these, then it induces an isomor-
phism for all abelian coefficient systems. 
The following lemma is the main advantage of special abelian systems over all
systems. In general if f : X → Y and L is an arbitrary coefficient system on Y ,
then the natural map End(L) → End(f∗L) can be very far from surjective if the
system is not abelian, even when X and Y are path connected.
Lemma A.5. Let X and Y be path connected. If f, g : X → Y are two maps in-
ducing equal homomorphisms H1(X ;Z)→ H1(Y ;Z), then f∗L and g∗L : π1(X)→
ModR are isomorphic for any special abelian L : π1(Y )→ ModR.
Let X be path connected and L,L′ : π1(X)→ ModR be isomorphic special abelian
coefficient systems. Then the R-module HomR(L,L′), consisting of natural trans-
formations of functors π1(X)→ ModR, is free of rank one.
Let f : X → Y be a map between path connected spaces and let L,L′ : π1(Y )→
ModR be isomorphic special abelian coefficient systems. Then the natural map
HomR(L,L
′) −→ HomR(f
∗L, f∗L′)
is an isomorphism.
Proof. To verify the first claim we pick a basepoint x ∈ X . Then L gives homo-
morphisms π1(Y, f(x)) → R× and π1(Y, g(x)) → R× given by equal elements of
H1(Y ;R×), and the isomorphism classes of f∗L and g∗L are determined by the
image of this element under the equal maps f∗ = g∗ : H1(Y ;R×)→ H1(X ;R×).
To verify the second claim we also use a basepoint x ∈ X . It suffices to prove
that the restriction map HomR(L,L′) → HomR(L(x),L′(x)) is an isomorphism.
It is injective as X is path connected, and any choice of an isomorphism L ∼= L′
gives an element of HomR(L,L′) which restricts to a generator of the R-module
HomR(L(x),L′(x)) ∼= R.
The third claim now follows because the homomorphism is between free R-
modules of rank one and sends a generator to a generator. 
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A.1.3. Homotopies. Finally, let us discuss homotopies. The two inclusion i0, i1 :
X → I ×X induce two functors π1(i0), π1(i1) : π1(X)→ π1(I ×X), and there is a
canonical natural isomorphism π1(i0) ⇒ π1(i1) given on the object x by the path
from i0(x) = (0, x) to i1(x) = (1, x) along the interval. If R is an associative ring
and L : π1(I ×X) → ModR is a coefficient system, we may compose L with this
natural transformation to get an induced isomorphism T : i∗0L → i
∗
1L of functors
into ModR. For any homotopy H : I ×X → Y from f to g and coefficient system
L : π1(Y )→ ModR we therefore have an induced isomorphism
TH : f
∗L −→ g∗L
of functors π1(X)→ ModR, fitting into a commutative diagram
(A.2)
H∗(X ; f
∗L)
TH

f∗ // H∗(Y ;L)
H∗(X ; g
∗L)
g∗
// H∗(Y ;L).
A.2. Invariance properties for abelian coefficients. The following observation
is immediate from diagram (A.2).
Proposition A.6. Let f, g : X → Y be homotopic maps and let L : π1(Y )→ ModR
be any coefficient system.
(i) For any n, f∗ : Hn(X ; f
∗L) → Hn(Y ;L) is surjective if and only if g∗ :
Hn(X ; g
∗L)→ Hn(Y ;L) is surjective.
(ii) For any n, f∗ : Hn(X ; f
∗L) → Hn(Y ;L) is injective if and only if g∗ :
Hn(X ; g
∗L)→ Hn(Y ;L) is injective.
In particular, f is a homology equivalence, abelian equivalence, or acyclic map, if
and only if g has that property. 
It turns out that in the case of abelian equivalences, the assumption in the
above proposition that f and g be homotopic can be replaced by the following
weaker assumption, called “weakly homotopic” by [Ada71].
Definition A.7. Two parallel maps
X
f
))
g
55 Y
are almost homotopic if for all finite CW complexes K and maps i : K → X we
have i ◦ f ≃ i ◦ g.
Proposition A.8. Let X and Y be path connected, let f, g : X → Y be almost
homotopic and let L : π1(Y )→ ModR be a special abelian coefficient system.
(i) If f∗ : Hk(X ; f
∗L) → Hk(Y ;L) is surjective, then g∗ : Hk(X ; g∗L) →
Hk(Y ;L) is also surjective.
(ii) If f∗ : Hk(X ; f
∗L)→ Hk(Y ;L) is injective, then g∗ : Hk(X ; g∗L)→ Hk(Y ;L)
is also injective.
Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume X is a CW complex. The surjec-
tivity part in fact holds true for any coefficient system, with essentially the same
proof as in Proposition A.6: any homology class in Hn(Y ;L) is by assumption the
image of some x ∈ Hn(X ; f∗L) under f∗, and any such x is supported on some
finite subcomplex K ⊂ X , but the map
(g|K)∗ : Hn(K; g|
∗
KL)→ Hn(Y ;L)
has the same image as (f |K)∗, by diagram (A.2).
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Injectivity is not true for general coefficient systems, but when L : π1(Y ) →
ModR is special abelian we may argue as follows. Suppose f∗ : Hn(X ; f
∗L) →
Hn(Y ;L) is injective and suppose x ∈ Ker(g∗) ⊂ Hn(X ; g∗L). Again x is supported
on some finite subcomplex K ⊂ X and by assumption we may choose a homotopy
HK : f |K ≃ g|K , inducing an isomorphism of coefficient systems THK : f |
∗
KL →
g|∗KL and a commutative diagram
H∗(K; f |∗KL)
THK

(f |K)∗ // H∗(Y ;L)
H∗(K; g|∗KL)
(g|K)∗ // H∗(Y ;L).
Since any class in H1(X ;Z) is supported on a finite subcomplex of X , we see that
f∗ = g∗ : H1(X ;Z)→ H1(Y ;Z). If we assume, as we may, thatK is path connected,
the special abelianness of L implies by Lemma A.5 that
HomR(f
∗L, g∗L) −→ HomR(f |
∗
KL, g|
∗
KL)
is an isomorphism of R-modules, and in particular the isomorphism THK is induced
by an isomorphism T ∈ HomR(f∗L, g∗L). We may therefore form a diagram
H∗(K; f |∗KL)
THK

// H∗(X ; f∗L)
T

f∗ // H∗(Y ;L)
H∗(K; g|∗KL)
// H∗(X ; g∗L)
g∗ // H∗(Y ;L),
whose horizontal maps are induced by the maps of underlying spaces and whose
vertical maps are induced by isomorphisms of coefficient systems, in which the left-
hand square and the outer rectangle commute. Now the element x ∈ Hn(X ; g∗L)
lifts to an x′ ∈ Hn(K; g|
∗
KL) by assumption, and by the commutativity of the outer
rectangle we have (f |K)∗T
−1
HK
(x′) = (g|K)∗(x′) = g∗(x) = 0. As f∗ is injective and
the left-hand square commutes, it follows that x = 0, as required. 
Corollary A.9. Let f, g : X → Y be almost homotopic maps. Then f is an abelian
equivalence if and only if g is.
Proof. It is easy to reduce to the case of path connected spaces, and by Lemma A.4
it suffices to consider special abelian coefficient systems, where the claim follows
from Proposition A.8. 
A.3. Ladder diagrams and abelian equivalences. A ladder diagram is a dia-
gram of spaces of the shape
(A.3)
X0
g1 //
f0

X1
g2 //
f1

X2
f2

// · · ·
Y0
h1 // Y1
h2 // Y2 // · · · .
A commutative ladder diagram is one in which each square commutes, and a ho-
motopy commutative ladder diagram is one in which each square commutes up to
homotopy.
For a ladder diagram as above we shall write X∞ for the telescope (homotopy
colimit) of the top row and Y∞ for the bottom row. If the diagram commutes, there
is an induced map X∞ → Y∞. If the diagram homotopy commutes, then a choice
of homotopies Hi : hi ◦ fi−1 ≃ fi ◦ gi induces a map X∞ → Y∞. The homotopy
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class of the map of telescopes in general depends on the choice of homotopies Hi,
but we have the following result.
Lemma A.10. For a homotopy commutative ladder diagram (A.3), any two choices
of homotopies Hi : hi ◦ fi−1 ≃ fi ◦ gi induce almost homotopic maps X∞ → Y∞. In
particular, the property of whether the induced map X∞ → Y∞ is an abelian equiva-
lence depends only on the underlying commutative ladder diagram in the homotopy
category, not on the choices of homotopies Hi.
Proof. The induced maps become equal when restricted to eachXi ⊂ X∞ and hence
they become homotopic when restricted to the finite telescope of (X0 → · · · → Xi)
for all i. Any map from a finite CW complex will factor through one of these finite
telescopes. 
Definition A.11. A map f : X → Y is an almost homotopy equivalence if there
exists a map g : Y → X such that f ◦ g and g ◦ f are each almost homotopic to the
identity.
The following is immediate from Corollary A.9 and this definition.
Corollary A.12. An almost homotopy equivalence is an abelian equivalence. 
The main technical result of this subsection is as follows.
Proposition A.13. A homotopy commutative ladder diagram as in (A.3) induces
an almost homotopy equivalence X∞ → Y∞, and hence an abelian equivalence,
provided that the following condition holds: for each n, there exists a k > n, a map
i : Yn → Xk such that fk ◦ i ≃ hk ◦ · · · ◦ hn+1, as well as a map j : Yn → Xk such
that j ◦ fn ≃ gk ◦ · · · ◦ gn+1.
Proof. After restricting to cofinal subsequences and reindexing, we may assume
that we have maps in, jn : Yn−1 → Xn, making each triangle in the diagram
Xn−1
gn //
fn−1

Xn
fn

Yn−1
jn
66
in
DD
hn
// Yn,
homotopy commute, but possibly in and jn are not homotopic. If we write kn =
jn ◦ fn−1 ◦ in−1 : Yn−2 → Xn, we may calculate
fn ◦ kn = fn ◦ jn ◦ fn−1 ◦ in−1 ≃ fn ◦ gn ◦ in−1 ≃ hn ◦ fn−1 ◦ in−1 ≃ hn ◦ hn−1,
kn ◦ fn−2 = jn ◦ fn−1 ◦ in−1 ◦ fn−2 ≃ jn ◦ hn−1 ◦ fn−2 ≃ jn ◦ fn−1 ◦ gn−1
= gn ◦ gn−1.
In other words, after passing to a further subsequence and reindexing we have a
single diagonal map
Xn−1
gn //
fn−1

Xn
fn

Yn−1
kn
<<
②②②②②②②②②
hn
// Yn,
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such that both triangles homotopy commute. The resulting diagram may be rein-
terpreted as a homotopy commutative diagram
X0
g1 //
f0

X1
g2 //
f1

X2
f2

// · · ·
Y0
h1 //
k1

Y1
h2 //
k2

Y2 //
k3

· · ·
X1
g2 // X2
g3 // X3 // · · ·
such that the vertical maps from the top row to the bottom row are homotopic
to gn : Xn−1 → Xn. Any choice of homotopies in the squares now induce maps
k ◦ f : X∞ → Y∞ → X∞, whose composition X∞ → X∞ is almost homotopic
to the “shift map” of the telescope, and hence almost homotopic to the identity
map of X∞. By a similar argument we see that f ◦ k : Y∞ → X∞ → Y∞ is
almost homotopic to the identity, and hence f : X∞ → Y∞ is an almost homotopy
equivalence, as claimed. 
A.4. The generalised group completion theorem with local coefficients.
Let C be a (possibly non-unital) topological category, and write N•C for the nerve,
so that N0C is the space of objects and N1C is the space of morphisms. Let BC
be the geometric realisation of the nerve as a semi-simplicial space. The space of
morphisms from a to b is denoted C(a, b).
Fix a sequence of objects and morphisms
c0
f1
−→ c1
f2
−→ c2
f3
−→ · · ·
in C. Then, for objects a and b of C and a morphism g : a → b, we obtain a
commutative ladder diagram
C(b, c0)
−◦g

f1◦− // C(b, c1)
−◦g

f2◦− // C(b, c2)
−◦g

// · · ·
C(a, c0)
f1◦− // C(a, c1)
f2◦− // C(a, c2) // · · · .
The generalised version of the group completion theorem is then as follows.
Theorem A.14. Let C be a (perhaps non-unital) topological category and let cn
and fn (n ≥ 0) be as above. Suppose in addition that
(i) The map (d0, d1) : N1C → (N0C)
2 is a fibration.
(ii) For any morphism g ∈ C(a, b), the induced map
(A.4) hocolim
i→∞
C(b, ci)→ hocolim
i→∞
C(a, ci)
is an abelian homology equivalence.
Then the natural map
(A.5) hocolim
i→∞
C(a, ci) −→ hocolim
i→∞
Ω[a,ci]BC
is acyclic.
Proof sketch. If we replace “abelian homology equivalence” and “acyclic” in the
statement by “homology equivalence”, this is a standard argument based on the
notion of homology fibration from [MS76], cf. [Til97, Theorem 3.2], [GMTW09, §7],
or [GRW14b, §7.4], with a small modification to deal with the possible lack of units.
Let us outline the argument. For i ≥ 0 let Ei• be the semi-simplicial space with
Eip ⊂ Np+1C the subspace consisting of sequences of (p+1) composable morphisms
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ending in ci, i.e. the inverse image of ci under d
p+1
0 : Np+1C → N0C. Postcomposing
the last morphism with fi+1 : ci → ci+1 defines a semi-simplicial map F i• : E
i
• →
Ei+1• , and instead appending fi+1 to the sequence of composable morphisms defines
maps Eip → E
i+1
p+1 which supply a homotopy between |F
i
•| : |E
i
•| → |E
i+1
• | and the
constant map to the vertex fi+1 ∈ E
i+1
0 . Thus the mapping telescope hocolim
i→∞
|Ei•|
is contractible.
The map dp+1 : Np+1C → NpC restricts to a fibration Eip → NpC, by assumption
(i), which induces a quasi-fibration
hocolim
i→∞
Eip −→ NpC.
By [MS76, Propositions 4 and 5] this becomes a homology fibration after taking
geometric realisation, using assumption (ii). Hence the inclusion of the fiber over
a ∈ BC into the homotopy fiber is a homology equivalence, and since the domain
is contractible this inclusion may be identified with (A.5).
When the assumption is strengthened to (A.4) being an abelian equivalence, the
conclusion may be strengthened to (A.5) being an abelian equivalence as well. (See
[MP15] for a treatment of the main results of [MS76] in this setting.) Since the
codomain has abelian fundamental group, this implies the map is acyclic. 
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